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T e t t e r -  
To the Editor: 

Most people at Tufts don't realize it. but The Primary Source provides a great service to our college community. A publication 
does not have to be loved by everyone to be an important player in campus debates. All a publication has to do is print what it sees as 
the truth and then let those views claim their rightful place in the marketplace of ideas. This is what The Primary Source has been doing 
for a decade, and I think Tufts is better off for it. 
Someone needs to stand up to the campus left and contest the issues of the day. Some organization needs to confront people with the 
notion that there are many sides to every controversy and that no one point of view is politically correct. Some institution needs to defend 
liberty on the college campus, whether that liberty be freedom of speech, or freedom of association, or an even a more a crucial liberty -- intellectual freedom. 
The Primary Source has not been a perfect instrument in our campaign to inspire a real debate on campus, but is has been a catalyst for 
discussion. We have made many mistakes over the years, but we have been right on occasion as well. We wrote for a decade that 
communism was a failed system, and events proved us correct. We contended for years that the Sandinistas were illegitimate rulers and 
thugs, and when given the chance, the Nicaraguan people agreed with us. We argued that the American system is the last best hope for 
all mankind, and today we witness a world profoundly and positively influenced by American ideals. 
The future of the human race is far brighter today than it was back in 1982 when our forebears began to publish this great journal. The 
Primary S o m e  played only a mall part in securing this better future, but a part it certainly played. In the next decade our country will 
be confronted with furtherchallenges from abroad and from within, and in these coming years The Primary Source must continue to print 
the truth, secure in the belief that truth will triumph over all. 

Andrew Zappia 
Editor 1988-1990 

Andrew Zappiagraduated Phi Beta Kappa from Tufts in 199 1 and is currently associate editor of The Common-Sense Guide to American 
Colleges. In September 1992 he will begin law school, whereabouts unhown. 

To the Editor: 6 September 1991 
Your recent publication crossed my desk, and after a thorough reading I was most pleased, heartened and relieved that there 

is an antidote at Tufts to P.C. campus thought and ideological brainwashing. Keep up your stance and pressure. Enclosed is some grist 
for your press. 

Concerned father of an entering freshman. 

To the Editor: 
I understand that the Source "welcomes all letters '' so I 'd 

liketotaketfiisoppommitytodosomethingnotmanyliberalshave 
ever done; namely, thank the Source for their excellent insight. 

The March issue "Month in Review" section began with 
the recognition of "Asian Awareness Week" at Tufts. While I do 
feel this period is necessary to alert the community of the aspects 
of being an Asian in a generally white society, sometimes it can be 
taken too far. For instance, there are Asian support groups, Asian 
students dinners, Asian formals, Asian parties and of course the 
Asian Students Club. Uore often than not, A s i i s  go to dinner 
together too. What good is the wonderful diversity we have at this 
university if non-Asians never are able to spend time with Asians? 
I am an Asian and am very proud of that fact. I am not the slightest 
bit insecure about my culture but sometimes I wonder about many 
others on this campus. It seems that some are so uncertain about 
themselves that instead of trying to be the best individual they can 
in our society they hide behind their race. By telling the world 

they're Asian (or any other minority) repeatedly, if they don't get 
what they want, society's being racist. Please don't think I see no 
value in sharing experiences with others who have gone through 
similar ones, but wouldn't the ideal society be color blind? Let's 
introduce ourselves as individuals, not members of a particular 
race. The Source is absolutely correct on this one ( though I had to 
look through 24 pages to find the one paragraph I agree with). 

Now the real reason I 'm writing. Though Adam Corm no 
longer is the general manager of WMFO, our executive board is 
hardy "bewildered." Perhaps "over joyed" would be a better 
description or "extremely happy" or "relieved." At the very least, 
the executive board must be described as "competent. " (And don't 
you forget it! ) Be nice now, 

TUFTS UNIVERSITY RADIO, 
Bret Bicoy 
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WHY WE’RE HERE 
Heaven knows, Tufts has enough publications already. 

In the morning there’s The Tufts Daily and on Fridays The 
Observer. If you’re an alumnus, there’s The Tufts Criterion and 
if you’re anyone else, the Tufts Journal. And now we also have 
a Tufts Magazine. So why do we need THE PRWY SOURCE? 

As a hypothetical situation, let’s say you want to write 
an article supporting Congressman Jack Kemp and his efforts to 
implement a strict supply-side economic policy. Most likely, 
You would recognize that people only read the cartoons and ay 
the crossword puzzle in The Daily, so that wouldn’t suffice. You 
would be wary of The Observer, since last year it was less than 
equitable when publishing articles. When the president of the 
College Republicans submitted a half-page article supporting 
Reagan’s military programs, it was supposed to be printed with 
an anti-Reagan article on the other half of the page that week. 
Instead, the next issue contained a full-page rebuttal of his 
contentions. Also, you wouldremember that when The Observer 
addressed conservative ideas such as prodefense positions, it 
usually defaced the article with a derogatory cartoon. 

You wouldn’t submit it to The Crirerion or TheJuurnaZ 
because you would feel these publications do not immediately 
reach the student body. 

As of the date of this issue, you had not read an issue of 
The Tufts Magazine yet. Your conclusion is that you need a 

separate vehicle through which to express your conservative 
thoughts. And your conservative friends need some mode to 
express their beliefs on campus as well. After all, conservatives 
are a political minority on campus. 

That’s exactly why we, the founders of THE PRIMARY 
SOURCE, are presenting a conservative editorialized journal. 
THE PRJMARY SOURCE is here at Tufts to provide a unified, 
distinct voice for conservative ideals. It is an opportunity for 
everyone to support the philosophies of the conservative move- 
ment and write freely in support of these ideas. Of course, we’re 
not so naive as to believe everyone will support our beliefs, so 
The Pnmary Source is also an opporhmity for you to respond 
with letters to the editor if what we say irks you. 

THE PRIMARY SOURCE wlll continuously provide a 
voice for conservative students and help create an understand- 
ing for conservatism, today’s political reality. Ultimately,Tufts 
will come to understand that THE PRIMARY SOURCE is not just 
another newspaper amongst publications at Tufts, but rather an 
integral, representative journal with a distinct viewpoint. After 
all, isn’t the goal of higher education to expose us to the ideas 
that shape the world? We believe these ideas are the conserva- 
tive viewpoints that we present to you today, seven more times 
this school year, and in years to come. We hope you decide to 
participate. 

4evternber 1982 

We Must Recognize the Afghan Struggle 
y New Years Day of 1980, the roads B had been paved and the militia had 

arrived: 1oO.OOO Soviet troous invaded to 

Dan Marcus A’86 
establish final control over the nation of 
Afghanistan. 

As observers in the United States, 
we learned of the invasion through the press 
and acknowledged that one more country 
had fallen to Soviet control. From time to 
time today, we read special reports about 
freedom fighters who so desperately try to 
regain control of their nation. Otherwise, 
we have accepted the grim fact of Soviet 
domination over Afghanistan. 

But we have also forgotten the 
people. Because we take our freedom for 
&ranted, wehave turnedour backs on people 
who want--and should have--the right to 
control their nation Worst of all, we pay no 
attentiontothedistant storksoftheSoviet’s 
use of torture and violation of human rights 
in a country which they have no right to 
occupy. 

Fortunately for the students at Tufts 
University, their reports were conveyed di- 
rectly. The Committee to Stop Chemical 
Atrocities and Students for Peace and Secu- 
rity invited here four Afghan students- 
Sameh Mojahed, Omar Samad, Ajmal 
Ghani, and Mohammed Massud--to tell the 
truth about the Soviet’s crimes in their 
country. We could finally listen and under- 
stand. 

Communist control of Afghani- 
stan began with the coup in 1978 leading to 
a pro-Soviet government installed under 
Noor Mohammed Taraki. A year later 
Hafizullah Amin overthrew Taraki only to 
be ousted three months later by Babrak 
Karmal. 

If the Soviets already controlled 
Afghanistan politically,why did they be- 
lieve it was necessary to invade? From the 

Afghan continued on Page 10 
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1982: AYear With The Right Look 
he pasttwo semestershavebeenevent- T ful for conservatives here on the Hill. 

Conservative voices have never been louder 
on “liberal” campuses across the nation, 
and Tufts has been no exception. 

Last March, Students for Peace 
and Security (SPS) made its national debut 
sponsoring conferences on ten campuses 
nationwide including Tufts and Ha~vard. 
The group, headed by Tufts students, m- 
vited Richard Pipes, renowned member of 
the National Security Council to the Cabot 
Auditorium to speak on the Soviet threat to 
global peace. Theeventreceived localnews 
coverage and national attention in the Wall 
Street Journal. 

Another well-known conservative 
speaker came to Tufts in April of 1982. Phil 
Crane, Republican congressman from Illi- 
nois, spoke on New Federalism to amodest 
number of students. The event was spon- 
sored jointly by the Tufts College Republi- 
cans and the Lecture Series and marked the 
fmt time the C R s  had presented such a 
major figure on campus. 

The proposed referendum to con- 
tinue funding Tufts Public Interest Research 
Group (Tufts PIRG) caused widespread 
controversy on campus. After stiff opposi- 
tion from the Committee for Fair Funding 
and The Tujh Observer (April 23, 1982 
issue), Tufts PIRG rlueatened to leave the 
campus unless the referendum was annulled 
and reheld in the fall. Although The Ob- 
server reported that the campus had over- 
whelmingly rejected the PIRG‘s method of 
funding in the spring referendum, the re- 

EXTRAS 
Racial Litmus Test 

We should all be proud that the “Black 
Student’s Guide to College” praised Tufts 
University for its academics and “frequent 
and cordial” interaction between black and 
white students and faculty. Our only regret 
is that anyone would need a racial guide 
when choosing a university. Clearly, aca- 
demics shouldnotbegivenracial,religious, 
or ethnic litmus tests. 

-October 1992 

sults were never made public, and the Sen- nouncing the inception of THE PRIMARY 
ate agreed to rehold the referendum in the SOURCE, President Jean Mayer made one 
fall. reply. The only correspondence between 

This sagaendedthis October when Jean Mayer and the newest media source on 
Tufts PIRG, whose leaders desired a more campus read, “frankly we are concerned 
equitable method of funding , 

Trustees, left the camp~s. A I A retun of the PIRG cannot be ruled I @ 
but were denied it by the 

return of the PIRG c&ot be 
ruled out, but for now, con- 
servatives can breathe a sigh 

out, but for now, conservatives can I.... $$ 0:; 

:*:: 
:A:: 

breathe a sigh of relief. 
- 

of relief. 

referendum passed unfortunately without about your use of Tufts University on your 
opposition, last May. TPAC finagled pas- letterh ead....” This was all Jean Mayer had 
sageofareferendummakingTuftsa“nuc1ear to offer to a new and different group trying 
freemne.”Althoughitclaimedthereferen- to thrive on his campus. Our journal has 
dumreceivedavastmajority of“yes”votes, obviously become a reality however, and 
it did not mention that less than 25% of the after various struggles with the Student 
campus took the time to vote. However, Activities Office, THE PRIMARY Sou~ce has 
conservatives were partly to blame for the received full recognition. 
poor tumout,becausenoconservativeorga- In October, SPS present& four 
nization directly opposed TPAC. Afghan students who attested to the atroci- 

Liberal students (and administra- ties committed by the Soviet UNon and to 
tion members) on campus must have been the need for U.S. pressure on the Soviets to 
shocked by the unexpected arrival of THE withdraw their troops from Afghanistan. 
PRIMARY SOURCE during orientation week That same month, during a TPAC 
this fall. In spite of unfavorable and often rally calling for Tufts’ divestment from the 
hostile responses from the Administration, nuclear industry, the Trotskyite Polemical 
dedicated conservatives were determined UndergroundCoalition (TPUC) heldamock 

Another hportant 

Right continued on page 17 to have their opinions heard 
In response to a letter sent an- 

FROM THE EDITOR 
Obituary: Massachusetts Business 

With the unfortunate nomination of Michael S. Dukakis as the 
Democrat candidate for governor, we are confident that the improved business 
climate initiated by Governor Edward J. King will be ruined. In fact, a research 
report by Morgan Stanley, a leading Wall Street investment firm, recom- 
mended that investors unload their holdings in four Massachusetts electric 
utilities. The reportdescribedDukakis as ‘an anti-business politician who, after 
promising relief (as Governor), sharply raised taxes through the imposition of 
surcharges.” Morgan Stanley predicted “utilities will be affected at once,” if 
Dukakis becomes governor again. The Duke is back, all right, at the cost of 
business investment, tax-reductions, and economic stability. The only thing 
more disappointing than the prospect of Dukakis’ election is that Governor 
King would ever support his resurrection. 

-October 1992 
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T.V. Ignores Slaughter in Asia 
rom 1979 to 1982, one-third to one-half F of the Kampuchean population has been 

eradicated, as thousands of Vietnamese have 
been and continue to settle in Kampuchea in 
an attempt to destroy an entire culture as well 
as the people who have practiced it since 
ancient times. 

It is difficult for Americans to grasp 
the scope of the genocide in Kampucheacom- 
mitted first by the communist Khmer Rouge 
forces and later by communist Vietnamese 
troops. The above numbers, translated to our 
own nation, could represent the loss of some 
75 to 115 million people. 

Yet, why does television continue to 
be blind towards atrocities which certainly 
merit top flight media coverage? The slaugh- 
ter of millions, and the over 100,OOO refugees 
condemned to live in the many “camps” hast- 
ily put together to accommodate them, would 
appear to be prime news coverage. A visit to 
this strickened area would be more than ad- 
equate proof of the need for world-wide rec- 
ognition toward the heinous acts being com- 
mitted. Here we can see all the ingredients that 
have sent hundreds of television crews and 
thousands of reportersin search of stories on 
the international scene: the brutal repression 
of human rights, invasion of national sover- 
eignty, maiming and slaughtering of the inno- 
cent, and outright genocide. Yet there is very 
little network recognition of the holocaust in 
Southeast Asia. 

Television and other media play a 
decisive role in determining whether we are 
blind to the human dimension and strategic 
threat of Soviet expansionism. American tele- 
vision has shown far too little interest in docu- 
menting such atrocities as the plight of the 
millions in Kampuchea. 

This is a tragedy in itself, a silent 
encouragement to the Soviets and their surro- 
gates to continue their policies of destruction. 
“When the Soviets or any of the Communists 
commit atrocities it seems normal, but when 
any of the Free World does anything, the 
television and print media immediately take 
off on it that very day,” said a Southeast Asian 
leader. 

Charles 2. Wyck, a syndicated col- 
umnist for the Associated Press, stated, “A 
foreign minister questions why world atten- 
tion is not being drawn to the enormous Soviet 
armsbuildupinKampuchea.Asheputit: ‘The 
media gave prime-time coverage to the two 

George Danas A’83 
plane loads of U.S. arms hurriedly dispatched 
to defend Thailand from the Vietnamese But 
little attention has been directed to the ongo- 
ing boat-loads of Soviet arms spilling into 
Vietnam since 1979.”’ 

Later, Wyck explained, a head of 
state observed that the Western and U.S. me- 
dia seem to be crusading against American 
involvement in her world security interests. 
“After Watergate and Vietnam, you have a 
media monster out of control.” 

In his opinion the American media 
has succeeded in diminishing U.S. prestige 

The Communists have proven 
throughout this century that they are masters 
at manipulating the media. Flooding the world 
with cynical protestations of innocence and 
attacks on the free world while denying access 
to their own media, the Soviets make their 
global aggression invisible. Wyck continues 
his attack by sighting the fact that the Soviets 
have “hoodwinked the world ... A siknificant 
part of their public-relations strategy and su- 
periority rests with the double standard the 
media applies when covering world events. 
Communist-supported guerillas stage photo 
opportunitiesfor themediainn Salvador.But 

OH, MS, FONDA, If YOU COULD SEE YOUR BOYS NOW, 

andinfluence. Curious journalistic blindspots 
complicate this situation. In fact, the last time 
the media cover@ Southeast Asia intensively 
was with the fleeing of the “boat people” 
following the Communist victory in Vietnam. 
Today, hundreds of thousands of boat people 
languish in refugee camps, while in the West, 
as one head of state observed, we have “lost 
sight of them.” 

Wyck notes bitterly that despite all 
the oppressiveregimes Indochina had known, 
there were no boat people until the Commu- 
nists took over. “Why,” Wyck says, “did tele- 
vision stop covering this story? Why does 
television fail to tell us about the carnage in 
Southeast Asia even as it is going on today? 
And of most importance to our future as a 
society, does television reporting-or lack of 
it--on major international stories such as the 
invasionofKampucheaaffect the way Ameri- 
cans view the world?” 

there are no photo opportunities to cover geno- 
cide in Kampuchea. Television news depends 
on pictures, and it is difficult for American 
journalists togetpicturesincloset Communist 
societies like Kampuchea.” 

The Kampuchean people are suffer- 
ing a devastation that ranks with the worst 
horrors of the past century, and ourjournalists 
remain indifferent. First it was Communist 
Kampucheans against Kampucheans. Then it 
was Communist Vietnamese against 
Kampucheans. But the Soviet Union has 
always been supplying the bullets. How can 
our nation remain blind to the reality of the 
Soviet Threat? The tragedy for the 
Kampucheans is certainly devastating, but if 
we fail to see whatplaceslikeKampucheaand 
Afghanistan are threatened by, the tragedy 
will be ours. 

-November 1983 
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Afghan continuedfrom page 6 
f i i t  day of Soviet dominance, the Afghan 
people would not accept the loss of their 
freedom. A resistance began almost imme- 
diately until the freedom fighters threat- 
ened to topple Amin’s regime. The Soviets 
recognized that the repressive puppet gov- 
ernment they had installed in Afghanistan 
would never be accepted by the people. So, 
to the communists, military intervention 
and continued suppression of human rights 
seemed the only solution. 

Control of Afghanistan is worth- 
while for the Soviets because of its re- 
sources and strategic position. As a moun- 
tainous region, Afghanistan has rich, un- 
limited resources: oil, gold, and iron depos- 
its. But, more significantly, the Soviets can 
utilize the Afghan reserves of uranium for 
their power plants and, of course, nuclear 
arms. As a strategic advantage, the Soviets 
can, as Omar Samad stated, “use Afghani- 
stan as a springboard for further expansion- 
ism in Iran, Pakistan, and the Persian Gulf.” 

The Soviets now have military 
control of Afghanistan for itsresources and 
strategic position. But the freedom-fighters 
still struggle to regain control. The odds, 
according toOmar,aregreatlyagainst than; 

have literally “drowned in their own blood, And their struggle continues. 
because it flowed from every part of their As a nation, we have done little to 
body.’’ assist the Afghan freedom fighters. Omar 

The use of nerve and lethal gas has Samad noted that initiatives against the 
been concentratedinthemountainous prov- Soviets--the grain embargo and restrictions 
inces of Badakhshan, Paktia, and Kuna on technology for the Soviet pipelme--ulti- 
where the fieedom fighters are difficult to mately help the Afghan cause, but only if 
spot. Yet the 
people who are 
ultimately victim- 
ized by the chemi- 
cal warfare are the 
innocent Afghan 
peasants. 

Chemi- 
cal warfare is not 
the only cruel 
method the Sovi- 
ets have perpe- 
trated on the Af- 
ghans. Terror has 

WHERE WERE THE mONS AGAINST 
SERVING THOUSANDS 1N AMANISTAN 4 LAOSL 

SOVIET GAS PlFTUwE ALREADY 

become a frequent communist tool to the United States and its allies make a 
frighten the freedom fighters. Sameh concertedefforttopressuretheSovietswith 
Mojahedwascaptured twiceforhispartici- every tool available. He added that only 
pation on the resistance. During the second with “strong, unyielding” reprisals against 
m s t ,  he was forced into solitary confine- the Soviet Union can the U.S. have an 
mentforfifteendays. Theroomhadnolight impact. 
or water and was fdled to his knees with The Afghans need arms for their 
excrement. The 
pervised by the 

Chemical warfare is not the only cruel 
method the Soviets have perpetrated on 
the Afghans. Terror has become a frequent 

mmunist tool to frighten the freedom 

they have a poorly F e d  militia and their 
population is imprisoned, tortured, and 
murdered. The freedom-fighters only have 
machine guns, and armaments like bazoo- 
kas and anti-tank weapons they have taken 
from the Soviets. They simply cannot pro- 
vide amilitary challenge to the Soviets with 
the limited arsenal they have. 

To maintain control, the Soviets 
have moved past simple military domid 
nance of another nation to sheer genocideof 
a people: they and the communist Afghans 
have used chemical warfare and torture. As 
Omar discussed, “Soviet helicopters fly 
overhead and release canisters that cause a 
yellow cloud to form. The effect to the 
population is paralysis, hemorrhaging, even- 
tual or immediate decomposition of the 
body, or death.” Many innocent civilians 

cided to release 

Afghan communists, su- 
Soviets, would beat and 
burn Sameh. subjecting 
him to electric shock. He 
explained (with Omar 
Samad as the translator) 
that he felt “that half (his) 
body was gone.” What 
ultimately saved his life 
was that he went insane 
and the communists de- 
him. Today he has com- 

pletely recuperated, although he has lost 
most of his hearing. Yet Sameh is proud to 
Say that he never revealed to the Soviets his 
knowledge about the freedom fighters. 

The Soviets utilize torture as a 
weapon to intimidate the freedom fighters 
against challenging Soviet dominance. But 
Mohammed Massud explained with this 
quotation by an Afghan why the Soviet 
attempt to scare off the freedom fighters 
will never work. 

“Our whole life, our whole exist- 
ence revolvesaroundone focalpoint. that is 
freedom. Should we ever get the feeling that 
ourfieedom is in the slightest danger, then 
we shouldprefer to liveon dry breador even 
starve sooner than accept our death with 
respect to ourpeedom.” 

freedom fighters and aid for their refugees. 
The freedom fighters desperately lack the 
comparable military arms to provide a re- 
sistance against the Soviets. “The Afghan 
people are too proud to ever allow anyone 
else to fight their war,” said Omar. “All we 
want is your support with arms and aid.” 

More importantly, the Afghanstu- 
dents appealed to the free world to ac- 
knowledge their struggle for freedom in 
Afghanistan. As individuals, we have not 
properly expressed our outrage with the 
genocide occurring there, our silence acts to 
condonethecrimesof the Soviets. Wemust 
recognize our responsibility to aid those 
who seek their Freedom. As Omar so aptly 
stated, “If Americans want to stand by their 
principles--freedom and human dignity-- 
we need their support.” 

At Tufts University we have now 
heard firsthand the realities of Afghanistan 
from those who have experienced its loss of 
freedomunder Soviet control. If there is any 
message we should learn fnrm the Afghan 
students, it is that we must support their 
struggle for freedom and remember the 
people who M e r  under Soviet d&on. 

-October 1992 
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Welfare continued from page 8 
have generously lined the pockets of thou- 
sands of liberals who administer these pro- 
grams. I suspect this is the key reason our tax 
dollars continue to pay for these costly inef- 
fective programs. 

The WSS FORMULA is the only 
way for blacks to achieve economic parity. 
There is simply no substitution for hard work, 
exceptional skills and savings. It is the for- 
mula that insures black success. 

Busing and intergration are not nec- 
essary to receive a good quality education. 
Blacks had a higher illiteracy rate before 1954 

environment similar to the 
one which existedearlier in 
all black schoo~s. prior to 

when Amencawas totally - , I 

minority applicants continuously my 8 
the unnecessary baggage of legal 8 

In order to break this monotonous 
cycle of nonproductivity, we blacks must get 
back to the WSS FORMULA and use our 
talent, savings and entrepreneurial energy to 
create businesses so we can hue our own 
people. Welfare is a sure loser. The problem 
of highblackunemploymentcanbestbecured 
by black capitalism. The job of black educa- 
tors and leaders is to help restore and advance 
the 1863-1954 concept of personal worth, so 
blacks can realistically conceive and believe 
they can be the employer rather than only the 
employee. 

Liberalism blames racism for every 
woe in the black community. Discrimination 

;j$ 
With affirmative action women and I @ sary is a good, harmonious 

segregated. What is neces- I 
-- - - 

1954, black students complications. 
coupled with black teach- I 
ers in a black community 
runby traditionalDrinciDles 
produced high achievGg black students. 

Affirmative action, another liberal 
technique, has destroyed employment oppor- 
tunities for most blacks, because it only pro- 
vides an incentive for corporations to hire 
blacks with aproven trackrecord. Why should 
a company risk hiring an untrained unproven 
black of doubtful quality when that black can 
ultimately sue the company if the employee/ 
employer relationship isn’t successful? Rather 
than hire an unproven black, the company is 
better off hiring an unproven white male 
because the white male employee can be dis- 
missed at any time without the threat of alegal 
suit if the employee/ employer relationship 
doesn’t work. 

With affirmative action women and 
minority applicants continuously carry the 
unnecessary baggage of legal complications. 
Due to this excessive baggage, women and 
minority applicants are less desirable and thus 
less likely to be hired due to the element of 
potential legal costs and hassels from EEOC, 
Commission on Civil Rights, federal agen- 
cies, state agencies, county agencies, city 
agencies, community agencies, the NAACP, 
the Urban League and numerous other organi- 
zations. 

Affirmative action gives the 
smaller percentage of highly educated, 
experienced blacks a big boost but pushes 
the larger percentage of untrained blacks 
further and further behind. Gone are the 
days when a company would easily give a 
black with no skills or education the oppor- 
tunity to start at the bottom and advance 
based on his or her performance. 

has been pervasive but certainly not perva- 
sively effective. Blacks are only one of a 
number of groups to experience discrimina- 
tion. The Jews, the Japanese and the Chinese 
have been discriminated against more than 
Blacks, but due to their strict adherence to the 
WSS FORMULA they have gained economic 
prosperity- 

Blacks often blame the harshness of 
slavery and injustices as reasons for 
nonachievement. This argument simply will 
not hold up. The number of blacks lynched 
and killed in America is only a tiny fraction of 
the number of Jews killed, the number of lbos 
in the Biafra War in Nigeria killed or the 
number of Chinese and Japanese killed in 
countries where their presence is not wanted. 

Hardships, discrimination, unfair 
treatmentandbitterdisappointmentsare things 
which can motivate people to greatness. This 
was proven by blacks during 1863-1954 as 
they emerged successful after 200 years of 
bitter slavery. By returning to those same 
conservative principles of WORK, SKILLS, 
and SAVINGS, blacks again can achieve un- 
paralleled success. 

Liberals have blamed lack of accul- 
turation as a reason for little black progress. 
They have said if blacks could speak better, 
know the culture better and assimilate better 
they could advance. This argument is one- 
sided. If blacks want to work for someone else 
for their entire lives, then learning the 
employer’s culture is important. However if 
blacks are entrepreneurial and own their own 
companies, acculturation is not necessary. 
This has been proven over and over by immi- 

grants who came to America, became entre- 
preneurs and became financially prosperous. 

When Jewel Mazique testified be- 
fore the U.S. Senate and House of Represen- 
tatives thirty years ago, the advice she offered 
then is still the key to black economicprosper- 
ity today. Jewel Mazique urged the Congress 
not to pass social programs which would de- 
stroy the advancement of Black America, 
Jewel Mazique urged blacks to adhere to their 
conservative principles of 1863-1954 which 
were: 

(1) SALVATION 
Championing the thecauseagainst moraldeca- 
dence and a return to spirituality and the con- 
cept of personal worth. 
(2) FAMILY 
A re-knitting of the black family with human 
values and moral standards promoted. Love, 
common concern and Community responsibil- 
ity encouraged. 
(3) ECONOMICS: 
A strong work ethic and a revolution against 
the concept of work as demeaning. A rise of 
home ownership, entrepreneurship, savings 
and investment. 
(4) EDUCATION 
Total literacy, inspired academic motivation 
and good character. A preservation of black 
history and an intense interest in education. 
(5) INSTITUTIONS: 
Growth and influence of the Black Church. 
Founding and development of mutual aid 
societies and continued protest against dis- 
crimination and injustices. A common con- 
cern and guaranteed future of Blacks as a 
whole. 

Jewel Mazique is a wise woman 
because she knows what does and does not 
work. From 1954-1984 we did not take her 
advice and blacks allowed liberalism to de- 
stroy their progress made in 1863-1954. 

As Black Conservatives we are 
working hard to rejuvenate the WSS FOR- 
MULA of WORK, SIULLS and SAVINGS. 
We urge white Americans to support our ef- 
forts. 

We didn’t follow Jewel Mazique’s 
advice thirty years ago, I hope we will follow 
it today. 

Ophelia Jatta is a 1975 graduate of Tufts 
University’s Fletcher School of Lav and 
Diplomacy. She is Managing Director of the 
International Business Development Group, 
Inc..participating in U.S. -African trade. She 
is also President of Black Americans for 
Freedom. 

-February 1984 
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FROM THE EDITOR 

Dealing With The Deficit 
he federal government now is set to the unpleasant task of facing and reducing the deficit. President Reagan’s hope to lower the T tax burden and decrease government spending is seen by many in Washington as an impossible task with inequitable results; it 

need not be either. 
The task of decreasing spending is the more pressing one. Though several Democratic Congressmen fear that people’s basic 

needs will be compromised in cutting spending in programs such as Medicaid, this is not the intent and is unlikely to happen. The 
basic goal of President Reagan and his supporters is to decrease the role of government. They want to move further toward a free 
economy so that in the end people’s needs will be met more efficiently than government could. They seek this same ideal in the case 
of tax reforms. 

Though Democratic Congressmen wish to raise business taxes andretain aprogressive tax system in the interest of the middle 
and lower income earners, it is the latter that suffer firom this in the long run. Effects of taxing businesses heavily are that the tax 
burden is eventually passed on to the consumer and that the businesses do not invest as readily. They do not expand to create more 
jobs.If businessesandpeopleinhightaxbracketsaregivenincentivetoinvestratherthansave,intheformoflowertaxes, theeconomy 
will be stimulated and government spending is reduced. Everyone profits. 

This is, of course, an ideal. There are complications, hence the intense deliberations in Congress. However, this is the time 
to move towards this ideal of a freer economy. To continue to burden the government, businesses and higher income citizens with 
the costs of maintaining an equitable society serve only to stagnate the economy when the equity could be achieved by market forces 
alone. 

-December 1984 

It was an overcast evenhg at Tufts University when 
the right to free speech was rendered obsolete. 

What a wonderful way to 
start an Orwellian story. But unfor- 
tunately on October 3 this truly hap- 
pened, thanks to--as usual--a group 
of students who disregarded (or 
should I say violated) OUT constitu- 
tional rights. 

When the CIA comes to 
town, you better watch out or the 
protestorswillget you. They’llcome 
dressed up in black sheets, carrying 
signs withemotionalmessages. And 
don’t dare peep a word; freedom of 
speech is not allowed when Richard 
Arum and David Riker hold a dem- 
onstration. 

As everyone in the audience 
told them--over and over %&--no 
one objects that these students want 
to express their heart-felt feelings. 
But to openly refuse to allow the 
CIA representative to speak is al- 

most criminal. 
In fact, it is criminal. Tufts 

University is private property. And 
the University should have re- 
quested that the demonstrators dem- 
onstrate outside Jackson lounge. For 
a police force with such ominous- 
looking officers, this should not 
have been such a difficult task. 

Shall I transcend from sar- 
casm to outrage? Over fifty stu- 
dents came to hear about the CIA’S 
career opportunities. And damn it, 
we have the right to hear what the 
CIA representative has to say, and 
he has the right to say it. 

It’s incomprehensible how 
the demonstrators can be so intoler- 
ant. Their actions were dictatorial, 
and what is so sad is that everyone 
in the audience--except the protest- 
ors--recognized that immediately. 

a c t o  ber 1984 
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LABOR TURNS BACK THE CLOCK 
Edward Wals h 

he American auto industry is engaged in Yet productivity for America’s T a struggle to improve the quality and unionized auto workers has worsened year in 
reduce the production costs of the cars it will and year out. For the period 1967-1980, pro- 
offer the nation in the future. The automotive ductivity increased at a rate of 2.7 percent, 
union-the United Auto Workers-is fight- while compensation gains averaged 9.7 per- 
ing to ensure that the industry’s future re- cent each year. Of all the Western industrial- 
sembles the past. While thecompanies shift to izedcountries, only Canadahadalowerrateof 
high technology production processes and growth in output per hour in manufacturing. 
computer-aided design, the UAW tries to but- It appeared for a while that the ter- 
tress its power with auto workers by demand- rible economic setbacks of 1980-1982 had 
ing that management hire more of them. taught the big unions a bitter lesson. Unem- 

The UAW is about to begin negotia- ployment in the auto industry reached 24 per- 
tions with General Motors Corporation on the cent in December 1982 “Givebacks”in wages 
issue of the union’s role at GM’s plant in and benefits appeared in many union con- 

tracts.“Quality circles” of 
assembly line workersand 
supervisors spread 
throughout the durable 
goods-making industries, 
pioneered, as a matter of 
fact, by the UAW. The 
brittle economic truth 
about the relationship of 
compensation to produc- 
tivityseemedto havesunk 
in-until just now. 

General Motors, 
more than any U.S. 
automaker, has taken the 
offensive against union 
pay hikes not justified by 

Fremont, California, where it will produce 
ChevroletNovasin ajointventure withToyota, 
the big Japanese auto maker. The attitude of 
management that quality and productivity re- 
ally matter makes the union nervous. 

The eventual production goal at the 
plant of 100 cars per year per worker is about 
twice what UAW members are used to. The 
UAW, faithful to its tradition, intends to ask 
that more workers be put on. 

AtatimeWhen theU.S.automakers 
are determined to compete and win in a world 
market, the big auto union pursues goals fro- 
zen in time. For years, high labor costs have 
dragged down the productivity and profits of 
the US. auto industry, andleft agiant opening 
in the U.S. market for the Japanes.; dnd other 
foreign automalcers. U.S. workers earn about 
$20 per hour including benefits. Their com- 
pensation ranks 28 percent above the average 
for all U.S. manufacturing workers. 

increases in output. As a 
result, it endured a three week strike in Sep- 
tember 1984. 

Recently, GM flew a squad of union 
bosses to Mexico, where they were shown 
Mexican auto workers producing more and 
better cars at one-third the UAW pay scale. 
General Motors then proceeded to hire new 
plant worken at $7 per hour, at several big 
Midwestern plants, while the veterans con- 

Labor continued on page 16 

CAMPUS CORNER,-, 
MAY 3,1985: “Everyone 

Wearing Clothes is Conser- 
vative” Day 

n April 17, Tufts University students 0 were greeted with signs which pro- 
claimed that today was jeans day, in other 
words, everyone wearing jeans was gay. 
They were trying to show that gays can 
blend in with everybody and that we 

However, at a fairly progressive 
institutionsuchasTufts,the~arenotmany 
who deny that gays can blend in, and very 
few think that they should be discriminated 
against in most circumstances. But there is 
a wider fear of the possible diseases they 
might bring to the community. That is the 
issue that they should be educating the 
public on. 

In a different spirit, we at THE 
PRIMARY SOURCE do feel that conservatives 
are discriminated against at Tufts. We do 
not have enough people here who share our 
same beliefs, and the only campus conser- 
vative opinion comes out once a month. 

Thus, by declaring May 3 clothes 
day, we are trying to show the liberals and 
moderates at Tufts that they can do some of 
the same thing sthat conservatives do. Once 
they realize that they do some of the same 
things that we do, then perhaps they will 
even consider thinking like we do. 

Unfortunately, we must warn that 
if Friday is a chilly day, there will be many 
coldpeopleoutside, someradicalsjustcan’t 
stand Ronald Reagan, capitalism, human 
and civil rights, and a strong economy. 
Let’shearitfor the people who wearclothes 
on Friday, May 3! 

-May 1985 

shouldn’t stereotype. 

EXTRA 
Desegregation means the assign- The Pentagon needs six hundred 

mentofstudentstopublic schoolsandwithin dollar toilet seats because its hazardous 
such schools without regard to their race, waste must be disposed of properly. If it 
color, religion, or national origin, but de- used anything cheaper, Ralph Nader would 
segregation shall not mean the assignment get onitscase for endangering t h e m u n d -  
of students to public schools in order to ing environment. 
ovefcome racial imbalance. -1964 Civil - M m h  1985 
Rights Act 

-March 1985 
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Time for Change in the Philippines 
resident of the Philippines Ferdinand P Marcos is under siege. His country is 

inflicted with a broad range of difficulties: 
economic degeneration, rural poverty, gov- 
emmental corruption, and, unfortunately, 
an increasingly bold and powerful commu- 
nist insurgency. 

What is worse, however, is that 
Marcos stubbornly refuses to grapple with 
these problems despite the fact that they 
pose a very real threat to himself. 

For the United States the stakes 
could not be higher. The Philippines hosts 
the Clark Air Force Base and the h u b  Subic 
Bay Naval Base, linchpins to our Pacific 
and Indian strategy. 

Their sudden loss could force an 
American retreat all the way back to Ha- 
waii, thus leaving the Far East open to the 
Soviet Union’s vast Pacific fleet. 

As aresult,PresidentReaganmust 
reorder his policy of friendly diplomacy 
andnon-interference toamoreactiveuse of 
political, economic, and military leverage. 

Ideally, Marcos should resign. 
However, since this end is highly unlikely, 
continued American support, and economic 
and military aid, must be made conditional 
on reform. Marcos is aware that U.S. back- 

Eric J. LabsA’88 
ing is crucial to his survival and, despite his 
threats to renegotiate the terms of lease on 
the military bases, will not risk the perma- 
nent alienation of his principal ally. 

It appears that only change--even 
if brought about by U.S. pressure--will per- 
haps spare the Philippines from the chaotic 

other Asian nations. 
The place to start is in 
the Philippine mili- 
ray. Paralyzedbycor- 
ruption and top-heavy 
with (incompetent) 
generals, the army 
cannot effectively 
wage war against the 
communists. 

U.S. News 
and WorldReport said 
that “soldiers in the 
field lack complete 

boots. Units some- 
times lack radios and maps. Equipment is 
idled for lack of parts. Poorly paid soldiers 
are accused of looting.” (April 15,1985) 

Despite this flood of bad news, 
Marcos has a comparatively easy choice. 
The solution to the military’s problem lies 
in the permanent appointment of Lieuten- 
ant General FidelRamos to Chief of Staff of 
the armed forces. 

He is a respected West-Point 
trained professional, anxious to make re- 
forms. Currently he serves only as the act- 
ing Chief of Staff, smnding in for General 
Fabian Ver, a Marcos crony. He has been 
implicatedinthemurder ofsenigno Aquino. 
(Marcos promised to return Ver to his posi- 
tion if acquitted, the likely judgement.) 

Through military aid leverage, 
ReagancanpersuadeMarcos t0“retire”Ver 
to some “advisory”positi0n and let Ramos 
clean up the military. 

The issue here is acrucial one. The 
army is sti l l  a central element to combat 
insurgentgueriuas,theMaoistNewPeople’s 

extremists. 

tyrannythathasbeset 

uniforms, particularly 

Army(NPA) a n d K h ~ ~ - h @ e d I I I O S l ~  

These organizations are clearly 
undesirable alternatives to Marcos. The 
guerillas move freely--and sometimes vi- 
ciously--in the countryside. On one of their 
“tax-collecting” campaigns, “a poor woman 
shop-keeper who refused to pay a l-peso 
levy in February was gunned down in cold 
blood.” (U.S. News, April 15) The hard- 

core of the movement espouses the hard- 
h e  of Mao Tse-tung. 

While the committed Maoists and 
otherextremistsmustbecrushedincombat, 
the back of the rebellion can be broken by 
economic reform. The NFA has grown in 
recent years because they represent the only 
alternative to Marcos’ rule, Parliamentary 
opposition leader Jovito Salonga explains: 

“Social injustice, corruption and 
abuse of power is what it’s about. Eighty- 
five percent of all Philippine children suffer 
some sort of malnutrition. The rich-poor 
gap is so huge that about 80 families control 
mostofthecountry’swealth.Tothepeasant 
who can’t get any lower, the NPA seems a 
good alternative. (bid.) 

Obviously,economic aidisneeded 
to help improve the lot of the peasantry. 
However, it should be l i e d  to gradual 
reform and movement towards fair elec- 
tions slated for 1986 and 1987. 

Most of the NPA was built on 
poverty. Although Soviet influencehas been 

Time continued on page 17 
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Reagan’s Misplaced Defense Priorities 
resident Reagan and his administra- Eric J. LabsA’88 P tion have generally not been a good tionship between the Pentagon and the Ad- 

thing for the Pentagon. Spare part costs and ministration resembles that of a child who 
cost overruns are but asmall symptom of a hasbeenallowedtoeattoomuch,toofastby 
defense mentality that could prove disas- his parents. He should be allowed all that he 
troustothenationalsecurityinthelong-run. needs but, at a pace that he can handle 

For the past five years, the rela- without becoming sick. Today the Penta- 
gon is sick. 

MONTH IN REVIEW 
Better Late Than Never 

Former Black Panther leader 
Eldridge Cleaver visitedhis PromisedLand 
in Cuba, Algeria, North Korea, China, and 
the USSR. Shortly thereafter he renounced 
his Marxist philosophy. Today he is a Bible- 
quoting conservative. In an interview with 
Reason magazine Cleaver reports that Pan- 
ther-police shootouts during the 1960s in 
Oakland, California were all set up by the 
Panthers todiscredit the police: “We would 
go out and ambush cops, but if we got 
caught we would blame it on them .... I did 
that personally in the [Bobby Hutton] 
case. .. We went after cops that night. .. .When 
you talk about the legacy of the Sixties 
that’s one legacy ... because it helps distort 
the image of police.” Also then Director J. 
Edgar Hoover’s “obsession (with the 
Panthers) .... wasn’t inaccurate. He said that 
we were the main threat. We were trying to 
be them ain threat.... We were working hand- 
in-hand with Communist parties here and 
around the world.” Currently Cleaver is 
seeking the Republican nomination for the 
U.S. Senate from California. 

Shanty Bang at Dartmouth 
Thenight after MartinLuther King 

Jr.’s birthday in January: twelve conserva- 
tive students at Dartmouth decided to take 
down the ugly, pro-divestment shanties on 
the Dartmouth green. Being careful that no 
one wouldbe injured, theyusedsledgeham- 
mers on the shanties for five minutes before 
the police arrived. The shanties had been 
there since the end of November and the 
administration had done nothing. The ad- 
ministration had first ordered them to be 
removed but then decided, for some ob- 

scure reason, that the shanties were educa- 
tional. The conservative students, tired of 
University inaction and desiring that the 
green be cleared up before their annual 
Winter Carnival, decided to start the ball 
rolling. As a result, campus liberals went 
berserk, getting classes canceled for a day 
and holding a large sit-in.The latest word is 
that the shanties are now gone from the 
green (moved elsewhere) and the twelve 
students have been suspended (but are lodg- 
ing a complaint with the university.) It is 
impossible to condone the violent action, 
but one must condemn the weak backbone 
of the Damnouth administration for giving 
in to an outspoken minority. 

McCarthyism on the Left 
A few weeks ago, a Washington, 

D.C. music teacher, Karen J. Collins, criti- 
cized Martin Luther King and refused to 
help celebrate his holiday on the grounds he 
received assistance from and worked with 
Communists, grounds which are factually 
true. She was subsequently overheard tell- 
ing her feelings to a fellow teacher and was 
reported tothemunicipalauthonties. Mont- 
gomery County officials stripped her of her 
position and are forcing her to attend a “re- 
education” course in human-relations sen- 
sitivity while awaiting transfer to some 
other job. In the city that is home to the 
Declaration of Independence, the Constitu- 
tion and the Bill of Rights, we are witness- 
ing the decline and fall of free speech and 
individual freedom. AIA has nothing on 
those guys. 

-March 1986 

When Reagan came to office, he 
embarked on a sensible and badly needed 
military build-up. It should continue. How- 
ever, Reagan has not dealt with the rearma- 
ment program wisely. Moreover, the 
Administration’s priorities andotherpoliti- 
cal realities reveal serious flaws in the de- 
fense program. 

The least problematic issue deals 
with administration and efficient handling 
3f funds. As alluded to above, the Pentagon 
md defense contractors are gorged on bil- 
lions of dollars of waste, kick-backs, and 
:ost oyenuns. Surprise. surprise. Richard 
Vigurie ofConservativeDigest statedaccu- 
rately that a bureaucrat in uniform is no 
more trustworthy than one in civilian guise. 
AconservativeReaganshouldnot want, but 
must demand efficiency in all sectors of 
government, including defense.This he has 
Failed to do. 

More importantly, however, is the 
direction in which Reagan seems to be 
leading the military: nowhere. Themodern- 
ization has done a shabby job of preparing 
the military to deal with its four main tasks: 
1. Deternuclear warwiththeSovietUnion. I 

2. Fight and win a conventional war with 
another power, e.g. the Soviet Union. 
3. Project power into the Third World to 
preserve U.S. interests, principles, and al- 
lies. 
4. Counter terrorist activity by groups or 
states. 

With over a trillion dollars in de- 
fense expenditures, Reagan has essentially 
failed to meet the latter three requirements. 
The Administration quite simply buys too 
many weapons at a time when f m c i a l  
restraints are getting tight. For example, 
two particularly expensive strategic weap- 
ons are the Strategic Defense Initiative and 
the development of the new Midgetman 
ICBM. Under Reagan’s proposed 1987 fis- 
cal budget, these two items will cost $6.2 
billion with endless amounts of dollars to 
follow. 

If the money were available and it 
proved technically feasible,thenSDIshould 
bedone. HoweverevenwhenthePentagon’s 

Defense continued on page 16 
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Defense ,continued from page 15 
budget is cut, this sacred cow gets what 
Defense Secretary Weinberger calls the 
“highest priority”. Instead the fiist items to 
be axed have been ammunition, readiness, 
maintenance, and training --indispensable 
items for any military force. 

The single-warhead Midgetman 
ICBM, on the other hand, is simply a bad 
weapon that never should have been started. 
Senator Pete Wilson (R-CA) contends that 
a lo00 missile system of Midgetmen will 
cost up to $100 billion with enormous yearly 
support facilities and costs. If the Congress 

DNlk they could win against NATO.” (He 
was also referring to the USSR’s wide- 
spread alcoholism.) 

In Europe, the U.S. Army forces 

sufficient weapons to do the job. At present, 
the m y  has only 30% of the ammunition it 
needs to fight the Red Army. In sustained 
combat, supplies would m out in less than 
thirty days. But that does not matter. Ex- 
perts predict that the NATO front would 
collapse inamatterofdays,certainly week 
by a concerted conventional attack by the 
Soviet Union. 

are Out-gunned, Out-manned, and lacking 

Andyainthe 1987bud- 
get request, the Army has re- 
quested $1.2 billion for the 
Bradley fighting vehicles, a 
weapon of questionable vdue 
and hated by soldiers. Many 
have r e f d  to it as a “steel 
coffin,” able only to pass cer- 
tain kinds of tests, tests decid- 
edly unlike a real battlefield 
situation. 

Reagan handled the Ait 
Force somewhat better but it 
still suffers under the poor allo- 
cation of funds. The President 
let Pentagon generals cancel 
the unglamorous but highly ef- 
ficient A-10 ground-attack air- 
craft. Instead, large scale pur- 
chases of the beautiful, more 
expensive, and less effective 
Apache helicopter are under- 
way. At the same time, F-15 
and F-16 fighter jets do not 
have the necessary air-to-air 
missiles andmaintenance toen- 

substantially reduces the number of mis- gage in sustained aerial combat. While ad- 
siles then their effect on the strategic bal- 
ance will be minimal. Simply, the 
Midgetman is not enough “bang for the 
buck.” 

While the Administration is wisely 
continuing the deployment of cruise mis- 
sile, B1-B bombers, and Trident missile- 
canying submarines, the money used for 
SDI and the Midgetman would be better 
spent here. Smart policy does not gamble 
funds on weapons that might work over 
those that do. 

Intherealm of conventional forces, 
problems and misplaced priorities run ram- 
pant. Defense analyst EdwardLuttwaksaid 
of the Soviet-NATO balance: “Drunk they 
defeated Napoleon. Dnmk they beat Ntler. 

ditional planes are W i g  purchased, they 
will serve little purpose without weapons to 
fire. 

Lastly is the Navy. The United 
States has always been a sea-power, and as 
such the Navy serves as the linch-pin for 
American power projection, either through 
a”show-of-force,” aerial bombardment, or 
support of the Rapid Deployment Force. 
into the Third World. Many liberal military 
reformers like the Committee for National 
Security advocate a complete halt to the 
naval buildup, ostensibly to devote resource 
to the Army and Air Force. However, the 
hidden agenda here aims at undercutting 
U.S. foreign policy. 

Fortunately the President has ig- 

nored this point of view. However, he errs 
on the grounds of insufficiency. Expansion 
of the Navy is a priority but not the “highest 
priority.”Reagan’s proposed600-ship navy 
crawlsaheadat anincreasingly slowerpace. 
The Congress essentially forces Reagan to 
choosebetweenSDIandNavy,andReagan 
devoutly swings in behind space defense. 
Additionally, the new ships that are built 
have only 20% of their magazines filled. 
Without sufficient missiles and ammuN- 
tion, these new shiny ships are nothing but 
tubs in water. 

Most defense experts and analysts 
affirm that a Soviet nuclear attack is the 
least likely scenario the Pentagon will have 
to meet in the fareseeable future. And yet, 
it spends most of its time and a considerable 
amount of resources preparing for just such 
a contingency. Lesser priority is given to 
dealingwithproblemslikeNicaragua,Cuba, 
Libya, or Persian Gulf oil. which are m m  
likelytodamageAmericansecurity.Reagan 
shouldrealizeastrong foreignpolicyrepre- 
sents America’s strongest defense. In real- 
ity, he should actively pursue building an 
ocean-going force larger than the 600-ship 
navy. 

Fortunately, Reagan still has time 
to order some readjusrents in defense 

cracy. Otherwise one defense expert who 
appeard on ABC’s World News Tonight 
advised that if this pattern continues, and 
especially if the anticipated cuts from the 
Gaamm-Rudman law go into effect, the 
military by 1989 will be in the same stale as 
the one Reagan criticized J i m y  Carter for 

-MarCir I986 

priority and reform the military bureau- 

allowing to occur in 1980. 

Change continuedfiom page 15 
agreed. 

Thelooming union-management dis- 
pute in Fremont, however, is another chapter 
in organized labor’s snuggle to turn back the 
clock for U.S. industry. Rather than face the 
challenge of raising productivity to meet the 
competition from overseas, the union stands 
on its old featherbeddhg soapbox: more plant 
workers, thus more union members, more 
clout for union bosses-and more bleeding for 
U.S. industry. 

-May 1985 
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LETTER Right continuedfrom page 7 
rally to indicate how theatrical “PAC had 

must be prepared to change--&d remove-- 
Marcos. 

To the editor: 

many to 
-February 1983 

I sincerely admire the students 
publishing TaEPRmRYSoma.Theyshow 
imagination and dedication to acause--this 
is impressive. 

‘We Finally Did It’ (September) 
suggests a long-overdue swing to the right 
at Tufts resulted from this imagination and 
dedication. The evidence for this swing-a 
lack of opposition response to the paper-- 
infers a conservative conformity has swept 
the campus, leaving liberal activists scat- 
tered in the dust. Yet after reading several- 

stand why liberals avoid responding to your 
publication. 

College is a place, as you suggest, 
to share ideas. Yet sharing impliesan equal- 
ity of sorts, sharing implies respect. I be- 
lievethat thewriters of THEPRIMARY Sou~cs 
wish to share and exchange ideas. But it is 
this need to be right, this need to have the 
last word, this infantile egocentrism--that 
shatters the noble notion of idea-sharing. If 
the paper truly desires more feedback from 
liberal comers, why not drop the sarcasm 
and cynicism? When George Will or Cal 
Thomas of the Moral Majority contributes 
to the Boston Globe, neither is tailed by 
editorialists anxious to show sharp wit, in- 

issues OfTHE PRIMARY sOURCE,ICanWlder- 

tent on crushing their opinions the day they 
are printed. 

Politically, and as human beings, 
you and I face a choice. Do we stay in 
separate camps, blanketed by comforting 
ideologies, taking cheap shots at one an- 
other, or do we appreciate our differences 
and risk working things out? Do we respect 
each other’s opinions, or carelessly deride 
the opposition with a self-righteousness 
bordering on contempt? 

Your voices, conservative voices, 
drift closer these days--I can’t ignore them. 
But sometimes I wish those voices weren’t 
so loud, so careless, so callous. 
And sometimes, wandering through this 
shaky, patriotic wildemess--stumbling over 
misplaced stars and stripes--I’m left feeliig 
strangely isolated from your ‘new’ conser- 
vative America. It’s an inexplicable alien- 
ation--afeeling of sharedvaluesgoneawry, 
a feeling of hearts lost to recent history. It’s 
a bizam sense that not very long ago, not 
very far away, I’m quite sure I lived in a 
different America-and I’m quite sure you 
lived there too. 

Sincerely, 
Jim Morelli 

-October 1985 

Time continued from page 14 
documented; the NPA could not have 
reached its current strength without inter- 
nal turmoil. By removing the economic 
affliction, the army can ’defeat the more 
militant rebels. 

At this juncture, there exists no 
clear alternative to &os other than a 
Communistjunta. Nevertheless,ifthe above 
policy does not work or Marcos does not 
learn to play ball, the U.S. needs an altema- 
tive. 

Cultivating moderates in the gov- 
ernment and reformists like Ramos in the 
military is a logical extension of the above 
argument. U.S. recognition of the legiti- 
mate moderate opposition forces could be 
decisive in their role to gain a greater say in 
Philippines’ future. 

Currently, themoderates arepoorly 
organized, constrained by internal and per- 
sonality differences. Signsof approval from 
America might strengthen their hand, per- 

haps facilitating a more united front. Also, 
this action will undercut the Communist 
insurgents andmake themessage to Marcos 
crystal clear. 

It is worth noting that traditional 
U.S. influence in the Philippines has con- 
tributed a great force for its future. Histori- 
cally, American military forces liberated 
the islands from Spanish rule in 1898. The 
American administration instituted various 
reforms and improvements in education, 
poverty, andprovidedmorelocalautonomy. 

This policy was so successful tha~ 
in World War II the Filipinos fought with 
the United States and against Japan, a fel- 
low Asian nation. And in 1947, the U.S. 
granted the Philippines complete political 
independence. 

One thing is clear: the situation I 
it exists today cannot continue. The U.S. 
mustpersuadeMarcostochangeortheU.S 

,re&nted this issue. Although The Daily 
nisrepresented TPUC’s purpose, the farce 
vas well staged. 

Lastmonth,SPS againmade head- 
ines. First, at Tufts and at other campuses 
lationwide, thegroupsponsoredaVeteran’s 
lay conference on the Soviet threat. Fea- 
ured speakers were Max ‘singer of the 
ludson Institute and Professor Sarah Terry 
kom Tufts. Helmut Sonnenfeldt gave the 
ceynote address. 

Secondly, the debate on the 
Cennedy-Hatfield nuclear h z e  proposal 
xtween SPS members Ian Ballon and 
Helanie Stuxm and TPAC members Rich- 
ud Arum and David Riker fdled Braker 00 1 
D capacity. It is Micult to determine who 
won the debate, although the audience, 
nostof whom were WAC membemheavily 
ravoredRiker and Arum. Nonetheless, once 
md for all SPS made its policies clear to the 
:ampus. They rejected a nuclear freeze 
because it locks U.S. nuclear armaments at 
:urrent inferior levels with no proposals for 
reductions, and promoted Strategic Arms 
Reduction Tallcs (START), initiated by 
President Reagan, which advocates verifi- 
able arms reductions on both sides now. 

A conservative Tufts professor, a 
rare breed indeed, made the headlines in 
November. Mechanical engineering Pro- 
fessor John Sununu, the Republican guber- 
natorial candidate for New Hampshire, 
ousted Democrat incumbent Hugh Gallen. 
Inrecognition forhis fm accomplishments, 
THE PRIMARY SOURCE chose him as Tufts’ 
Conservative of the Year. 

December has already spurred 
political awareness on campus. In response 
to President Reagan’s dense-pack proposal 
for the MX Missile, TPAC has organized a 
letterdrive to Tip O’Neillurginghim tostop 
the program. Although it isunlikely O’Neill 
will approve the MX, WAC will surely 
claim they were responsible for getting 
“ultra-conservative” Tip to vote “no” any- 
way. 

This year conservatives have be- 
come more vocal at Tufts University than 
everbefore. And WithTmPxmmYSomrn, 
Students for Peace and Security, and the 
College Republicans, 1983 will only fur- 
ther demonsmte- that Tufts’ conservatives 
will continue to express their viewpoints for 
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AIDS: Human Nature Called into Question 
‘p he nation is up in arms over the AIDS William Martin A’87 
1 virus. Physicians’ prognoses are 

portentius; hundreds of thousands of men 
and women are expected to die. Already 
great numbers have been swallowed up by 
this peremptory man-eater. Its sanction of 
death is irreversible to those whose bodies 

republic, (The Surgeon General, politicians, 
men of the cloth, etc.), who are addressing 
the AIDS issue, accept somewhat fatalistic 
conclusions about the nature of man. 

Regardless of their own moral pro- 
clivities they see man as a scientific and 

mechanical crea- 
ture driven to seek 
pleasure and to 
avoid pain. Man, 
the beast, is highly 

it“ unliiely to alter hi; 
passionate drive to 
fulfill biological 
needs. Aside from 
food and shelter, 
high on the list of 
physical demands 
is sex. And, in the 
modern world, this 
sought after sensual 
satiation is of the 
short term “live for 
the moment ... what 

I 

* --a - - -- kq”l&-l-‘. - -- ,-* 
-.- - 

have been infected. And such is supposed to 
be adequate deterrent to an otherwise pro- 
miscuous population. One wonders. 

Afewobservers,veryfew,arefear- 
ful that even AIDS will not alter the way 
people conduct themselves sexually. Part of 
this stems from the fact that leaders of this 

if I die tomorrow” type. 
Withrespect tosocial problems like 

AIDS, empirically speaking, one can see 
why leaden may take this view of man. 
AIDS and venereal diseases do not spread 
because of chastity. The great occurance of 
sexually transmitted diseases tells many that 
traditional norms of sexuality are viewkd as 
outdated and obsolete. But does this mean 
that such a condition is unalterable? 

Unfortunately, it seems that the 
problem solvers think so. Concerning AIDS, 
the Surgeon General has advised the use of 
condoms as an indisputable means to eradi- 
cation. In addition, politicians and religious 
leaders are calling for increased educational 
projects designed to make children more 
awm of birth control devices. They are also 
calling for public spending on medical and 
scientific experimentation. On the one hand 
there is a great faith in man and his potential 
tosolveeventhemostperniciousofthreats to 
the social fabric, while on the other hand 
there is little attention paid to the fundamen- 
tal causes of those threats, i.e. to man’s na- 
ture. 

Maybe this view is not all that unre- 
alistic. Perhaps one needs accept the fact that 

man is a scientific creature of impulse. After 
all, the job of the scientific and medical com- 
munities is not to interfere with the private 
life of man. Very few scientists and physi- 
cians concern themselves with the ethics of 
human behavior. They treat the results of 
man’s nature, the ends, and then try to pre- 
scribe “medicines” sufficient to better his 
condition. 

Thus, inthetreatment of AIDS, one 
sees little attention paid to thelife styles of the 
afflicted as the cause, and much more con- 
cern withmedical panaceas necessary to con- 
front the effect. In the meantime their solu- 
tion for the spread of the disease is the use of 
the almighty and infallible condom. In this 
fashion there is not a threat to man’s nature. 
Man can conduct himself as he always has. 
As Paul Mask,  a poll taker, has said, “The 
implicit message is clear, it is a continuation 
of more sex.” Scientific man can go on being 
scientific, (read animalistic) so long as he 
uses a rubber. According to this school of 
thought the human being will not surrender 
any reason because he uses his brain to take 
preventive measures in his pursuit of pas- 
sion. 

At thesame time,mantruststhatthe 
same science, whichgave pregnancy The Pill 
and V.D. the penicillin shot, will find amedi- 
cine to cure AIDS.  

For the present there is no question 
that the scientific and medical communities 
must attempttofindacureforAIDS.Akiller 
in any community must be arrested. But an 
overriding preoccupation with scientific so- 
lutions leaves the fundamental problems of 
man’s nature unexamined. That could be 
disastrous to a nation which prides itself on 
freedom. 

One of the most cherished liberties 
inthiscountry isthatof self-criticism,andthe 
notion that man isnever impervious tochange. 
Fromexperience he leams and adapts. But he 
is most successful when he confronts the 
issue head on, with the hope of determining 
a long lasting means to better his condition. 
Hopefully he can derive notions of right and 
wrong. He becomes ethically responsible. 
With this in mind he should approach the 
AIDS epidemic. 

AIDS continued on page 34 
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Liberal Censorship Pervades Academia 
John lherck A’S9 I 

ast September, several Tufts students L had scheduled interviews with repre- 
sentatives from the Central Intelligence 
Agency. When the representatives from the 
CIA found the budding in which they planned 
to conduct the interviews, they were con- 
fronted by a group of veiled, chanting stu- 
dents. The students presented the representa- 
tives with‘moral” grievances andrefused to 
allow them to enter the building. 

Eventually, the CIA representatives 
abandoned their efforts to interview the stu- 
dents and left the campus. The students glee- 
fully declared a “moral victory,” stating, in 
effect, that no organization as morally repre- 
hensible as the CIA had the right to freely 
conduct its affairs at Tufts. 

This was not an isolated incident. 
Speakers or groups who are condemned by 
radical students and faculty of the liberal left 
are routinely shouted down or prohibited 
from speaking on college campuses through- 

out the nation. Several incidents de- 
serve mention: 

*At the University of Minne- 
sota, Eldridge Cleaver, a conservative 
who was once a leader of the Black 
Panthers, was prevented from speaking 
by a large group of screaming students. 

*Alexander Haig, a favorite 
target of li’beral censors, was speaking at 
the University of Colorado at Boulder 
in 1984 when he was intempted by 
students representing the Committee In 
Solidarity with the People of El Salva- 
dor (CISPES). One student threw acon- 
tainer of blood at Mr. Haig. 

*In 1985,preacher JedSmock 
who supported President P.W. Botha’s 
refoms insouth Africa, was physically 
assaulted by students at the University of *At the Univdty  of California at 
California at San Diego. Liberal students Berkeley in 1985, liberal students inter- 
at the University of Michigan recently rupted the showing of the film “Silent - - 
tackled Mr. Smock and broke his leg after 
he spoke at the school. 

Liberal continued On pQge 24 

MONTH IN REVIEW 
When 9l l  is Busy 
A Miami shop-owner has been 

charged with manslaughter for setting up a 
booby trap that electrocuted a professional 
burglar. However, that same shop-owner 
hadbeen robbed eleven times before by that 
same burglar and justice, obviously, was 
never served. The Dade County state attor- 
ney has arraigned this guy so fast that one 
might think he had killed a human being. 
The prosecuter’s office justifies the charge 
because the crime involved a “disregard for 
human life” and “using deadly force in 
defense of property.” (Fortunately, the 
Grand Jury had the common sense to drop 
the charges.) Now if the law refused to 
defend the people, to whom do they turn for 
protection of their livelihoods and, by 
extension, their very lives? Answer: them- 
selves. Give that shop-owner a medal. 

-October 1986 

We think its frightening too! 
A recent poll of school age chil- 

dren revealed some surprising information. 
WhenaskedwhattheythoughtoftheSoviet 
Union, 16.8 percent, the highest response, 
thoughtof it as ‘‘threatening.” Another 16.3 
p e n t  called it “restrictive.” And 7.3 
percent considered the Evil Empire to be 
“humani~and“caring.”Now aHarvard 
psychologist called these numbers “fright- 
ening,’’ apparentingly concerned that so 
manychildrenhave suchamalevolentview 
of the enemy. However, we find thesenum- 
bers frightening as well. Where in God’s 
name did they find 7.3 percent who believe 
the U.S.S.R. is humanitarian and caring? 

-March 1997 

Fooling all of the people 
“There are days when1 feel1 should 

pack it in, that I’m a complete fraud, that I 

don’t deserve any of the accolades I’ve 
received, that the world is going to discover 
that I’m a fraud.” 

-- Jane Fonda 
-March 1987 

“Sister School” 
The TCU Senate approved a reso- 

lution making Tufts a “sister school” of the 
University of El Salvador. Now this doesn’t 
really mean much, but we suppose the 
effort is symbolic. Apparently, however, 
the Senate now sees fit to tell the Duarte 
Government how to runitscountry. Perhaps 
they can offer some advice on how to give 
the people of Afghanistan “theright to have 
access to higher education. “ A resolution 
calling for the removal of Soviet troops 
ought to do the trick. 

-April 1987 
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Is Tufts P.C.? 
The question often arises “How bad is it at Tufts?” Everyone seems to know what “it” is. It has become common 

knowledge anduniversally accepted that universities have become intellectuallyrestrictive and stifling. The question is only how 
bad. It is difficult to communicate the frustration of sitting in class and listening to a professors avoid a sensitive topic out of fear 
of being branded “sexist,” “racist,” or “homophobic” by the latest group that claims to be marginalized. 

There are numerous incidents of outright censorship of students or punishment for ”inappropriate,” language or the like, 
but the farmore prevalent and insidious effects of the present university environment is that which is not seen. Those things which 
are not said, or heard. Those topics which will not be addressed in class and those issues which can not be debated. We have 
documented here a few of the more identifiable incidents of intellectual repression from the past few years. 

The Free Speech Movement- September, 1989 
During the summer of 1989 the Committee on Student Life 

implemented a policy “Freedom of Speech Versus Freedom from 
Harassment.”Thereasoning for such a policy is, according to the 89- 
90 Pachyderm, “An absolute interpretation of the doctrine of the 
freedom of speech would make possible a hostile environment for 
some community members which is antithetical to the ideals of 
inclusion and diversity.” 

Restriction on speech was divided into three categories 
according to where, physically the speech would take place: 

Public fonuns - Campus media and areas designated as campus 
fonunsfor specific activities (not classes), are guaranteed free speech. 
Academic and Recreational Space -Basically on all parts of campus 
not predesignated as Public Forums “Prohibited behavior includes 
any expression that stigmatizes or victimizes another on the basis of 
race, ethnicity, sex, sexual preference, religion, or handicap.” 
Residence HaZZ Living Areas - In residence areas students were 
“entitled to the maximum protection of their privacy and freedom 
from annoyance.” 

The policy is vague and may even seem reasonable, but is opened for 
miles of interpretation, by the Dean of Students Office -A truly 
terrifying thought for one familiar with the Dean of Students Office. 
In September a bi-partisan group protested the policy by symboli- 
cally dividing the campus into speech zones as Berlin, at that time, 
was divided, with tape and chalk. After receiving nation wide media 
coverage from the New York Times, The Boston Globe, Boston 
Magazine, Playboy, The Associated Press, and others, President 
Mayer revoked the policy after returning from France, where he had 
read about it. 

Catholic Mass Disruption - December, 1990 
At the annual Catholic celebration of Christmas Mass at Goddard 
Chapel a number of members of the Tufts Lesbian Gay and Bisexual 
Community (TLGBC) staged a silent protest in the front of the 
chapel, disrupting the mass. There was no specific reason for the 
demonstration, except to protest the Catholic Church and a number 
of its policies. Although this is a crime in Massachusetts punishable 
by up to a year in jail, no charge or disciplinary action was brought 
against the protesters. 

Homophobia Forum - March, 1989 
After anti-homosexual graffiti appeared on the door of a 

homosexual student in Metcalf Hall, the entire dorm was forced to 
attend a forum by the TLGBC in order to reeducate students on the 
homosexuality. Four students refused to attend the session and were 
fined. 

Aunt Jemima - October, 1989 
A student shouted out of his dormitory window to a friend 

below “Hey, Aunt Jemima,” apparently referring to the bandanna on 
the friend’s head. This was overheard by a black student across the 
quad, who was offended. Upon hearing of the confusion the offend- 
ing student apologized to the of fended student. Nevertheless the 
student was placed on probation 1. According lo the disciplinary 
Panel “Although the panel didn’t find evidence to support the 
accusation that the student intended to offend the woman, panel 
members nevertheless decided that he still had no right to make his 
remark a public one by shouting out the window and not knowing 
who might hear it and be offended and hurt.” It is interesting to note 
that this occurred after the Speech Policy was overturned. 

Offensive T-shirt- December, 1988 
A student was placed on probation level II by the Dean of 

Students Office for selling aT-Shirt that was“demeaning to women.” 
The offender sold a shirt entitled ‘‘Why Beer is Better Than Women 
at Tufts,” listing fifteen such reasons. Some students found the shirt 
“offensive and demeaning,” while the majority of the students body 
found the T-shirt humorous or stupid. 

The Gulf War - February 1991 
During the crisis in the Persian Gulf, Tufts was far from 

supportive of our troops. Both the faculty and the TCU Senate passed 
resolutions condeming U.S. action in the Gulf, and while disagree- 
ment 0verU.S. policy is expected, what emerged was a hatred for the 
military and patriotism rather than open debate on the war itself. 

Faculty took time out of class to discuss what was wrong 
with the war, but no faculty member or administrator, with the 
exception of University President Jean Mayer, took the time to attend 
a non-political gathering to pray for the safety of the troops while 
many had time to protest the war. During the crisis the administration 
also made attempts to force students to take down American flags 
which had been unfurled all over campus. 

Protesting g o v m e n t  policies may seem normal and 
healthy for a college campus, but we are no longer in the ‘60s. This 
time faculty and administrators attempted to stifle patriotism and 
support for U.S. troops, rather than allow students to protest to voice 
their concerns. 
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Diversity Dictionary 
Oppressed (adj): the state of holding PC status 
while not receiving enough special treatment. 

Discrimination (noun): the act of withholding 
special benefits and attention from a minority. 
Women’srights (noun): Abortion. choice(noun): 
Abortion. conservative (noun, adj): moderate 
ultra-consewative (noun, adj): conservative lib- 
eral (noun, adj): leftist loon moderate (noun, 
adj): liberal 

gay rights (noun): A demand made by a homo- 
sexual. 

Relativism (noun): Does not exist.Ifitdidexist, 
it would be the belief that there is no Truth. But 
it does not exist. 

Communist (noun, adj): label unfairly used by 
right-wingers to refer to leftists. 

racist (noun, adj): questions Affirmative Action 

sexist: (adj): follows “racist” and“homophobic” 
in any given sentence. right to privacy (noun): 
Abortion. sexual responsibility (noun): contra- 
ception. enough (adj): never. Truth (noun): does 
not exist. 

Ethnocentrism (adj): refusing to believe in rela- 
tivism. 

bigoted (adj): adhering to a wrong opinion or 
belief so obstinately as to be unable to be 
persuaded of its wrongness. 

sensitive (adj): being careful to avoid any ap- 
pearance of disagreeing with those who are 
politically correct and/or hold the politically 
correct point of view. 

tolerant (adj): I .(archaic) displaying ability to 
put up with those who are disagreeable, or who 
hold a point of view one finds unacceptable. 2. 
(common) accepting the politically correct point 
of view. 

respectful (adj): 1. (archaic) according dignity, 
worth, and value to others, especially to those 
one finds disagreeable. 2. (common) supportive 
of others who hold politically correct points of 
view. 

enlightened (adj): 1 .(archaic) having reached a 
state of perfectly raised consciousness. 2. (com- 
mon) being able to corns up with a politically 
correct buzzword to fit any situation. 

freedom (noun) 1. License. 2. the power of the 
politically correct to do as they want. Discem- 
ing (adj): realizing how self-evidently unimpor- 
tant and worthless non-politically correct ideas 
and people are. 

- 

Deconstruct (verb): to replace the traditional 
tional meaning of words with MarxisVFreudian 
/atheistic/feminist interpretations. 

Educated (adj): being able to make even slightly 
sophisticated arguments for a politically correct 
point of view. 

Intellectual (adj): 1. being able to convince 
others, through the use of rational discourse, of 
the politically correct point of view. 

brave(adj): being unable to convince others of 
the politically correct point of view or action 
through use of rational discourse, and therefore 
doing it by means of a sit-in. 

radical (adj): 1. (approbatory) tending to s u p  
port the dismantling of mainstream, traditional 
values and customs. @. (pejorative) tending to 
buck politically correct opinions in trying to 
preserve mainstream, traditional values and 
customs. 

Law (noun): I (appmbatory) an act of Legisla- 
tion to insure the freedom and rights of the 
politically correct. 2. (pejorative) an act of leg- 
islation restricting the freedom andrights of the 
politically correct 

traditional (adj): anything done by people more 
than thirty years ago. 
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ROTC AT TUFTS: THE REAL STORY 
his semester there has been considerable T debate as to whether ROTC should be 

allowed back on campus. Many student left- 
istsbelieve that since ROTC was banned from 
Tufts in 1969 for “moral” reasons, it should 
not be allowed back on campus. 

“ROTC on campus” means units 
based at Tufts that consist of only Tufts stu- 
dents. As it is now, students from Tufts, 
Harvard, and Wellesleybelong to ROTC units 
at MIT. At the present time, there are not 
sufficient numbers of Tufts cadets and mid- 
shipmen to warrant Army, Navy. and Air 
Force ROTC units an campus. 

However, student leftists are not sat- 
isfied that there are no ROTC units on cam- 
pus: they object to a military presence on 
campus--that is, students here who participate 
in the MIT programs. Evidences of the mili- 
tary “presence” here include glimpses of uni- 
formed students going to and returning from 
MJT, ROTC cadets and midshipmen carrying 
the flag up the Memorial steps on Veterans’ 
Day, and, occasionally, a drill on campus. 

Ibecame aware of the feelings of the 
student leftists at the beginning of the year 
when I decided to enroll in Army ROTC. My 
experience in the program was a weekend 
long field-training exercise at Fort Devens, 
Massachusetts. I spent this weekend running, 
doing push-ups, repelling, marching, firing 
the M-16 rifle, and brushing up on my bed- 

Jeremy Harrington A’90 
making skills. 

The Army commanding officers de- 
cided to fly us by helicopter from Fort Devens 
home to aschool otherthanMIT. Harvard, out 
of principle would not allow the helicopters to 
land on its campus. Tufts, beiig somewhat 
less reactionary, agreed to let the choppers 
land on Ellis Oval on September 27. 

I remember jumping out of one of 
these helicopters and seeing a scraggly bunch 
of thirty-five hippies protesting my arrival 
with banners, chants, and ”peace”signs made 
with two fingers held high in defiance. I won- 
dered if they were the Volkswagen bus refu- 
gees one sees in Harvard Square taking drugs 

form on campus. Some members of the uni- 
versity-funded group that sponsored the pro- 
test, the Tufts Political Action Coalition 
(TPAC), don’t believe that Tufts students 
should even have theright to enroll in the MIT 
programs. 

What is the reasoning behind this 
fierce conviction? TPAC member Pam 
Greenberg wrote in aletter to The Tuffs Daily: 
“I urge you to go to the archives room of the 
Library and find out why ROTC was banned 
from Tufts in 1969.” If this ban should be 
upheld today and students should be prohib 
itedfromparticipating atMlT,theNavalROTC 
unit at Tufts must have been up to some 
horrendous activities in 1969. I went to the 

and playing GratefulDeadsongson thestreet. 
As I ran closer, I realized that while some 
these hippies were protest addicts that had 
come from afar to enjoy the feeling of solidar- 
ity, most of them were my fellow Tufts stu- 
dents. This I found surprisirig--that the mili- 
tary, one of the functions of which is to 
preserve the freedoms so crucial to the univer- 
sity, is resented when it shows itself on 
campus. 

Certainly some milimy policies have 
been worthy of protest, but to protest the 
existence of the military itself seems absurd. 

Yet this is what the Tufts students 
were protesting at the helicopter landing: the 
presence of the military in any way shape or 
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archives room to find out. 
A Naval ROTC unit hadbeen estab- 

lished at Tufts in 1942. Naval Science was 
considered an academic subject and ROTC 
midshipmenreceivedcredit for these courses. 
The University/military relationship was suc- 
cessful and harmonious until the late 1960’s 
when student and faculty leftists began ques- 
tioning the “legitimacy” of a military pres- 
ence on campus. These people thought that to 
be tolerant of a military presence at Tufts was 
to be complacent in the war that they consid- 
ered immoral. 

In an April 1969 referendum, 1050 

ROTC continued on page 24 



THE FAILINGS OF TUFTS EDUCATION 
recently Stanford University approved R new basic course requirements for 

freshmen.Thethrust of therevisionis simple: 
the required reading list of books and 
subjects for freshmen must now include 
works by blacks, Hispanics, Asians and 
women; no more exclusive white, male, 
Western history and culture. Student sup- 
porters of the move chanted, “hey, hey, ho, 
ho Western culture’s got to go.” 

It seems to me that Stanford has 
madeahalf-mistake, which is still infinitely 
preferable to the total mistake Tufts had 
long since made. 

To incorporate the works of 
women, minorities, and non-western cul- 
tures, Stanford will de-emphasize Western 
Civilization (which is interpreted by some 
to be white and male). Specifically, the 
number of “Great Books” required will be 
lowered from fifeen to six to make room, I 
assume, for works that were written by 
individuals who were not white, male, and 
European. That is a mistake. 

A student should certainly know a 

Eric J* Labs A’s8 ment suchas Nazior Soviet totalitarianism? 
good deal more than Western C i v i l i o n ,  To say that democracy is no better than 
assuming he wants to consider himself edu- Naziism is to remove the question of moral- 
cated (my use of the male pronoun refers to ity, to remove the evil from such totalitari- 
all students, male or female). He should anism. If one does so, then the world war 
know the history of China and Japan; he America fought against Nazi Germany and 
should read the 
Analects of Confucius, 
to cite but one example. 

But educating 
students without their 
knowing WestemCivi- 
lization condemns the 
student to ignorance 
and undermines the 

racy. Six required 
books simply is not 
enough. 

Democracy, 
after all, is the superior 
form of J I O V ~ e n t .  If 

foundations Of demoC- 

we do nit accept the assertion and we do not Imperial Japan was nothing more than the 
teach that lesson, by what right do we take slaughter of millions of innocent people to 
up arms against another form of govern- achieve no moral end. It is imperative that 

our democracv survive because it is a 
suDerior moral system to any other. MONTH IN REVIEW 

Another One 
The Tufrs Daily recendy reported that the 
new Islamic Center has been opened at 17 
Curtis Street. We think that’s just fine. 
Islamic students deserve facilities as well as 
need them. The religion is fascinating and 
deserves study, especially in light of the 
many misconceptions and prejudices that 
surround Islam. However, we would like to 
take this opportunity to point out yet an- 
other double-standard on the part of the 
Tufts Administration. Why is it that we 
have a University Chaplaincy supported by 
Tufts money, Hillel for the Jewish commu- 
nity is supported by Tufts money, and now 
the Islamic Center is supported by Tufts 
money, but the Catholic Center is not given 
supportby the UniversityandFatherMichael 
Hunt receives no finanical support from 
Tufts? How does Jean Mayer and his ad- 
ministrative cadre explain this double-stan- 
dard other than the fact that it is simply one 
in a long string. 

-April 1988 

Ted &mer, Again 
Anew seven-hourdocumentaryby Commie 
lover Ted Turner is really, well, the only 
word for it is disgusting-by anyone’s stan- 
dards except Gorbachev’s. Here are a few 
tid-bitsswedbythemmtoc theEvilEmpire 
is “one of the most extraordinary countries 
in the world ... bound together by a dream 
that is still being dreamt. The Soviet Union- 
-a mighty union!” Or, “Atheist though the 
state may be, freedom to worship as you 
please is enshrined in the Soviet constitu- 
tion. ..” How about: “[the Armenians] have 
at last found stability--under the Soviet 
wing. “ And, of course, “Russians love their 
children. “ Well, we were wrong, this isn’t 
disgusting,it’shilarious.TedTurnerclaims 
to read a lot; does he read the daily newspa- 
per, any daily newspaper? Pravda doesn’t 
count. After this brilliant piece, we are left 
with one of two questions a) how much is 
the KGB paying Turner; and/or b) who did 
his lobotomv? 

Moreover, we fail to teach the 
morality of democracy if we do not teach 
the philosophy, historical, and political 
roots of democracy. It is just unfortunate 
that the great philosophical thinkers and 
historical leaders that led to the rise of 
liberal democracy weremostly white males. 
(Of course, so were the leading thinkers and 
move= of totalimimiism, autocracy, mon- 
archy and oligarchy.) 

Thus, if no one loves and under- 
stands and believes in democracy, there 
shall benoonetodefenddemocracy against 
its enemies and it will die. America and the 
West will, as Jean Francois Ravel put it, 
‘‘rnsh.’’ 

Universities should require the 
study of works that are not exclusively 
written by white, male Europeans and 
Americans. Harriet Beecher Stowe’s Uncle 
Tom’s C W  is amust. So is JaneEyre. But 
they should also have read the Old and New 
Testament,Plato, Aristotle,Homer (assum- 

-April 1988 Failed continued on page 25 
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Liberal continued form page 19 
Scream” and tried to confiscate the tape. 

*This year, Jim Bums, a pro-di- 
vestment advocate at the University of Cali- 
fornia at Davis, made several bomb threats 
in an effort to dissuade UC President David 
Gardner from speaking. 

*At nearby Wellesley College, J. 
Michael Waller and Jorge Rosales, advo- 
cates of American aid to the Contra rebels 
in Nicaragua were confronted by students 
brandishing containers of pig’s blood and 
eggs. 

One could continue almost in- 
defmitely. The most disturbing aspect of 
these incidents is that little, if any, action 
was taken to stop the disruptive students. 
The administrations of these schools often 
refused to comment on the incidents or 
dismissed them as healthy expressions of 
discontent. 

It is important to differentiate be- 
tween peaceful protest and intrusive disrup- 
tion. The right to peacefully gather and 
voice anopinionis indisputable. It is equally 
indisputable, however, that no group or 
individual has the right to become violent or 
to forcibly disrupt a speaker or group. To do 
so constitutes a violation of the right of free 
speech something most liberals purport to 
hold dear. 

Nevertheless, some students insist 
that the views of some right wing speakers 
and groups preclude their right to speak. In 
an editorial entitled “Freedom of Speech, 
Not Selectively” (New YorkTimes, October 
15, 1986), C. Vann Woodward a history 
professor at Yale, writes: 

Thefirst concern of mostpeople, once an issue 
offree speech has been raised, is the merits of 
the speech, not the rights of the speaker. Is the 
speaker “right”? If not, and if his words are 
considered false or offensive, they are likely 
to be considered an exception to the rule. 
Freedom of speech was not intended, it is 
claimed, to protect error or incivility. And if in 
addition the speech causes shock, anger or 
moral indignation, the chances of protection 
are even slimmer. 

In essence, many student radicals 
place -their subjective definitions of moral- 
ity above freedom of expression. One won- 
ders if these radicals simply lack the intel- 
lectual firepower necessary to achieve their 

goals. Instead of peacefully demonstrating 
or offering rational criticism of right-wing 
views, some liberals resort to the sort of 
violence and censorship they supposedly 
abhor. 

In Edward B. Fiske’s article en- 
titlea “Free Speech Debate: Yale and Other 
Universities Ponder Boundaries of Student 
Expression” (New York Times, October 4, 
1986, John Silber the President of Boston 
University comments: 

Mr. Schmidt President of Yale University 
should be aware that a university also ought to 
be more thoughrfil and rational and analyti- 
cal than the population as a whole. It is a 
commentary on his conception of a university 
that “dumb shows and noise” ... are fair sub- 
stitutes for a careful analysis of a situation ... 

There are several well-known or- 
ganizationsthatpracticecenso~pofright- 
wing speakers and groups. CISPES is per- 
haps the least extreme of these organiza- 
tions. InCAR ( I n t e r ~ t i o ~ l  Committee 
Against Racism) and the Spartacus Youth 
League, a group that espouses allegiance to 
the Soviet Union, are two organizations that 
openly disregard fke speech rights. 

These organizations are joined by 
anonymous groups or spontaneous gather- 
ings (like the one that prevented the CIA 
recruitment at Tufts) that work to disrupt 
speakers whose opinions are judged mor- 
ally repugnant or unacceptable. 

The real danger of these outbursts 
occurs when university administrations fail 
to stop them. At Tufts, for example, the 
police arrived at the building where the CIA 
representatives were denied entrance, but, 
inexplicably, they failed to break up the 
demonstration. 

This pattern of refusing to halt 
censorship is repeated all to frequently. 
Predictably, those who censor right wing 
speakers and groups a~ encouraged by the 
reticence of college administrations. 

Thereisasortofblindhypocrisy in 
the motives of many liberal censors. If 
asked, most would certainly condone free 
inquiry, open minds, and uninhibited ex- 
pression. However, it is evident that this 
openness is only permissible to a certain 
extent. When liberal censors attempt to 
impose their morality on the rest of us, they 
infringe on our freedom of inquiry and 
threaten to erase an entire set of often vaIid 
viewpoints. 

-October 1986 
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ROTC continuedcfiom page 22 
students voted to retain ROTC, but to deny 
midshipmen credit for Naval Scienceclasses, 
and 325 students voted to eliminate it alto- 
gether: in all, 1375 students voted. This refer- 
endum was not binding, but a faculty vote on 
the issue was. 

The Arts and Sciences faculty held 
several meetings to debate the issue after the 
student referendum. The April 1969 issue of 

,the Tufts Criterion quotes Biology professor 
Saul A. Slapikoffassaying: “By having ROTC 
oncampusthe universityisincomplicit agree- 
ment with the genocidal war in Vietnam and 
the imperialism abroad. It is antithetical to the 
humane ideal of the university.” 

Professor Slapiloff’sview prevailed. 
The Arts and Sciences faculty voted 108 to 55 
(with six abstaining) to recommend to the 
BoardofTrusteesthatthe NROTCbephased 
out by 1973 at the latest. Withreluctance, the 
Board of Trustees declined to go against the 
will of the faculty. 

The wrong-doing that Pam 
Greenberg implied doesn’t amount to very 
much. It seems that NROTC was banned not 
because of specific immoral activities but 
because of the spirit of the time. Student and 
faculty leftists not only objected to the Viet- 
nam war, but were also influenced by the anti- 
establishment, pacifistic, and pro-communist 
feelings that permeated American campuses 
in the 1960’s. 

NROTCrepresentedeverything that 
1960’s leftists hated: patriotism, political and 
social conservatism, and anti-communism in 
addition to the fact the NROTC represented 
the military, which was consideredevil in and 
of itself. NROTC clearly did not “fit in” to the 
college campus of 1969. That is, it posed a 
threat to the intellectual strangle-hold on 
academia the Left established in the 1960’s 
andhasmaintainedtothisday.Becauseitwas 
not in sync with the values embraced by 
leftists at the time, NROTC had to go. 

The faculty, pressured by student 
radicals (the office of an assistant &an who 
supported NROTC was fire-bombed), made 
an illegitimate decision based on their whims 
at the time. This decision does not reflect 
current values to the extent that it did in 1969 
and, as such, should be reevaluated today. It 
is wrong for an institution such as ROTC that 
offers opportunities for knowledge and expe- 
rience to be held subject to the prevailing 
winds of liberal sentiment. 

-October 1987 



Failing continuedfrom page 23 
ing he was white, male, and European and 
even if he wasn’t), Locke, Hobbes, 
Machiavelli, Jefferson, among many oth- 
ers. 

There will of course still be a pre- 
ponderance of white, male, and European 
thinkers and leaders, but that is only be- 
cause the most important historical events 
were white, male, and European. 

What is important? Who am I to 
say what is important? I cannot possibly do 
justice to those critical questions and criti- 
cisms in this short space, but let me illus- 
trate. 

Implicit to my argument above, I 

civilization before one specializes in 
“Women’s Studies” or “Black Studies” or 
some other specialized branch of social 

In this Tufts has failed-dismally. 
A student can spend $75,000 on a Tufts 
education and know not one whit about 
Westerncivilization. Tufts now makes stu- I 
dents take courses in humanities, arts, 
socialsciences,naturalsciences,math~t- 
ics, and foreign language and culture. None 
of that guarantees any knowledge of basic 
history and Great Thinkers whether one 
cares to include Confucius or not. 

In the arts, a Tufts student can take 
two film courses. Worthy subjects in their 
own right, but hardly serious art history. To 

furill humanities and so- 

history. 

cial sciences, one can take I Ultimately, the argument is that students must courses in the histom of 

z ality and gender, and I beforeone specializes in “Women’s Studies” or # health and hunger in vari- 
“Black Studies” or some other specialized @ ous parts of the world. 

Again, these courses are 
fine, but relatively mean- 
ingless without the basic 

define importance to mean that which is 
essential to understanding the development 
of societal and democratic values. Thus, 
Students should read the great political 
thinkers, the Magna Cam, the Federalist 
Papers, and the lie. Most of them were 
written by white, male, Europeans or Ameri- 
cans. Confucius just wasn’t a democrat nor 
did he contribute to the origins of demo- 
cratic political thought in the West. 

In a recent issue of On Campus, a 
poll of American college students revealed 
that over half of the students polled could 
not cite the half-century in which the Civil 
War started. That is shockingly, astonish- 
ingly ignorant. A large percentage of those 
polled even placed the Civil War in the 
Twentiethcentmy. Nor did amajority know 
what the Magna Carta was (not ‘‘Charm’’ as 
On Campus spelled it). It is no wonder that 
America still confronts a number of social 
and political problems; anentire generation 
is growing up, becoming “educated,” with- 
out Duly understanding the nature or the 
mts of those problems. 

Bythesametoken,toknow Ameri- 
can and European history is not to gloss 
over its moral failures, i.e. slavery, treat- 
ment of American Indians, Religious per- 
secution. Ultimately, the argument is that 
studentsmustknow the basics tohistory and 

names, places, dates, and events. For in- 
stance, what is the significance of 1066 
A.D.? if you don’t know, you are in serious 
trouble. 

And let us lose sight that Tufts is 
also supposed to teach students to think and 
write; I am not overly impressed with its 
accompliihment in that regard. Having had 
the privilege of writing for several of the 
campuspapers,andof serving asateaching 
assistant in two classes, the quality of writ- 
ing by the average Tufts student needs 
serious work. 

Icannotevencount thetimes when 
I have read lines l i i  “Julius Caesar was a 
cool dude written on exams or papers. 
Charming, I’m SUR, but what exactly does 
that sentence convey? What is the thought? 

Tufts still provides one of the best 
educations inthe country. If I didn’t believe 
that, I wouldn’t be here. 

By carefully selecting courses and 
professors, one can meive a first-class, 
rigorous education. But there areno guaran- 
tees. Guarantees are, to be fair, impossible 
to make when it comes to education. Nev- 
ertheless, if Tufts can require courses in 
math and world civilization, it ought to 
develop a basic Western Civilization re- 
quirement as well. 

No doubt many people will com- 

TEE PRIMARY SOURCE, 

plain that there are already too many re- 
quirements. After four years at Tufts I have 
come to the conclusion that requirements 
are not necessarily an inherent evil. I can 
think of at least one come  in almost every 
department all students should take, but 
that is impractical. Nevertheless, a Tufts 
student can take gut courses to meet their 
foundation and distribution requirements, 
double major in Political Science and His- 
tory and remain an incredibly ignorant per- 
son, though hopefully they will know Po- 
liticalScienceandHistoryfairly well. Many 
students are not ignorant who have such a 
doublemajoror something similar, but then 
again many more, it seems to me, are. 

Leaving the quality of education 
entirely up to the student through the elec- 
tive process and add-drops may appeal to 
the libertarian but is in fact a betrayal of the 
educational philosophy of a university, 
which is, to repeat the obvious, to turn out 
educated students. 

While theUniversitycannot“guar- 
antee” an education, Tufts can do a great 
deal more. What good is it to have one’s 
advisor sign your course regismtion when 
courses can be changed at will any time 
after the form has been signed? Tufts ought 
to do away with the signature requirement 
altogether or give advisors real authority 
over the development of their advisees’ 
education. I’ll let the powers that be decide 
what can be done about the latter. 

But we ought not to delude our- 
selves. A student getting a“ B” today would 
probably have gottena“C-” forty years ago. 
That is a sobering fact in light of the 
numbers of students who receive honors 
and make Dean’s List. 

Aristotle wasonceaskdhowmuch 
superior educated men were to the 
uneducated; he replied: “As much as the 
living are to the dead” Jefferson, on the 
other hand, summed up the totaIity of my 
argument: “If a nation expects to be igno- 
rant and free in a state of civilization, it 
expects what never was and never will be.” 
Who cares if they were white andmale, they 
were right. 

-April 1988 
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No Diversity Allowed 
Micheal K. Flaherty A’90 & Andrew Zappia A’91 

ith the recent announcement of the 
building of anew language center at 

Tufts, we are once again shown the great 
emphasis this university has put on its lan- 
guage program. One of the great success 
stories in that program was Senior Lecturer 
Yihjian Tai. Professor Tai was a senior 
lecturer in Chinese and between 1981 and 
1986 he was the only instructor of Chinese 
1. This Same period saw the Chinese pro- 
gram mple. 67% of his students simply 
responded in student evaluations, “Profes- 
sor Tai is great.” He also received anoverall 
professor rating of 4.7, on a scale of 1 to 5. 
In addition to his work at Tufts, he and his 
wife Dons Chu founded the Chinese Cul- 
ture Institute in Boston. Professor Tai is 
also co-author of a book on Chinese that is 
currently being used at such schools as 
Dartmouth, Princeton, Columbia, and 
Cornell. After viewing all these achieve- 
ments, one would think Tufts would con- 
sider Professor Tai to be one of the best 
assets in the university’s effort to build a top 
language program. The reality is quite 
different. 

On July 5 ,  1988, Professor Tai 
received a call from LiLi Ch’en, depart- 

ment chairwoman, to inform him that his andLiteratureDepamnent. Bothseemed to 
contract was to be terminated, but in accor- be extremely ambivalent about the situa- 
dance with Tufts policy he would be al- tion, and Professor Romero even expressed 
lowed to teach until the end of the spring reservationsabouthavinganarticlewritten. 
semester. Professor Tai subsequently re- It was quite obvious when I spoke to these 
signed the following 
month. ProfessoPQ’en 
defended her decision 
to fre Tai because of 
his desire to teach both 
the long and short fomw 
of Chinese characters. 
The short form of char- 
acters was imposed by 
the communist regime 
in 1949 for two pur- 
poses: to make the lan- 
guage easierto learnand 
to make reading 

TAI 

~~ 

precommunist history 
and literature more difficult. 

Professor Ch’en stated that the 
Chinese department did not have the re- 
sources to teach both forms. In accordance 
with this assertion, the Chinese department 
decided not to use Professor Tai’s text, 
which teaches both forms. Professor Ch’en 
felt that the department was too small to 
accomodate difference of opinion. The 
only solace Ch’en provided Tai when she 
informed him that he would be fired was 
that “there’s plenty of companies that would 
hire bilingual people like you.” This quota- 
tion provides interesting insight intoch’en’s 
attitude towards thedepamnent’smostpopu- 
lar professor. It is an attitude that displays 
littlerespectforhis abiitiesasateacherand 
relegates him to the ranks of just another 
bilingual person. Obviously Professor Tai 
never stood a chance against such a conde- 
scending attitude. 

Even several months after the fii- 
ing, both Professor Ch’en and the adminis- 
tration remain extremely ambigous about 
thecircumstancasunroundingthedismissal. 
THE SOURCE spoke to the people involved in 
the decision; Dean of Liberal Arts and 
Jackson College, Mary Feinleib, and Pro- 
fessor Christiane Romero, the chair of the 
German, Russian, and Asian Languages 

people that the situation was an embarassing 
one that they would just as soon forget. We 
sympathize with them, for they have every 
right to be embarassed about the careless 
andundemocratic process which forcedTai 
into unemployment. 

DeanFeinleib stated that there was 
a clash ot yersunalities involved, although 
she quickly denied the fact that personal 
motivations had anything to do with Tai’s 
dmnissd. She also said that it would be 
“unprofessional” to go into the details of the 
decision. We understand Dean Feideib’s 
position, but until the university reveals the 
details of their sorry procedure involving 
Professor Tai, THE SOURCE is left no choice 
but to speculate. 

Professor Vivian Hsu of Oberlii 
College, whereTai’s text isused, stated that 
disagreements over the two forms are usu- 
ally motivated by personal political feel- 
ings. The fact that so many major universi- 
ties teach both forms and in fact use Tai’s 
text is testament to the fact that there must 
havebeenotherconsiderations. The S o m e  
also hied to speak to Professor Ch’en, but 
she is spending the semester in Europe. 
Professor Ch’en, during one of her rare 
occasions at Tufts, stated in a Daily article 

NO continued on page 31 
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EDITORIAL 
When in the course of humanevents, as man is subjected to an endless barrage 

of liberal ideology, there will rise a core of a few dedicated men and women who will 
stand against the prevailing tide of opinion. These idealists will put themselves in 
jeopardy in defense of what they hold as central truths. That freedom is worth defending 
everywhere in the world. That man, freed of the burdens of government, will soar to 
unending heights. That human life is sacred no matter its form. These are but a few of 
the truths, the ideals around which we build our cause. 

In the course of our missionary effort to express our idealism in a land of 
converse opinion, we may seem uncaring, we may seem out of touch. But these notions 
are merely a result of the environment in which we fight our war of reason. In the real 
world,beyond the wall of institution, it is our reason which sets thecourse of thenation. 
It is our reason which compels the agenda of freedom . The reminding of this fact is 
our central role. 

We do not expect to convert the academician. We do not expect to convert the 
student. Our aim is a simple one, to remind our peers that what they see and hear in 
this place is not the whole truth but only a side of the truth. That the liberal ideal is only 
one of many ideals. 

We mean to target no group in our effort; we aim to offend none. But we will 
pursue our cause, we will fulfil what we see as our duty. So as you read this futile effort 
to change your minds, remember that your views may offend us, equally as ours may 
offend you. Remember, that the one great gift of this very flawed nation is the 
expression of both our ideals with equal sovereignty. 

-Andrew Zappia 

MONTH IN REVIEW,- 
He’s Not Our Baby, But 

What’s this, George Bush wonthebsi- 
dency as a hardcore conservative. What 
happened to the liberal Republican who 
lost the nomination in 1980? The best 
answer is that George learned what 
works. He learned that conservatives 
winandthus he pretended tobe aconser- 
vative. George Bush is nowhere near a 
liberal as the King-Clerk but he is also 
nowherenearasconservativeashiscam- 
paign. If George Bush runs his adminis- 
tration as smart as he ran his campaign 
he will stick to the conservative line. 
The worst thing Bush could do is throw 
away his winning ideology in the hope 
of compromise. Nixon tried that in his 
first term and we saw a wave of wastefull 
liberal legislation. So George, stick to 
your guns and give those liberals hell. 

Consequential T-shirts 
ne month ago, Tufts University be- 0 came a free place. At that time a 

student was placed on level two probation, 
one-step short of suspension, for the “crime” 
of selling t-shirts that were determined by 
Associate Deanof StudentsBruceReitman, 
to be offensive to women and therefore fit 
only to have its sales forcibly stoppedand to 
have its sellers punished with unusual se- 
verity. This heavy handed act of censorship 
is an insult to the Tufts Community and to 
the highest ideals of Tufts University. 

In their official justification, Dean 
of Students Bobbie Knable and Associate 
Dean Reitman argued that they had pun- 
ished the student not because of what he said 
butbecausehemadeaprofit whilesaying it. 
In the Dean’s words “it is not acceptable to 
set up a profit-making business when the 
product is hurtful to others” (the Dean’s 
explanation is taken from their Op Ed piece 
in The Daily of December 1). The basic 
argument then, is that censorship when it is 
censorship applied to commerce is some- 

John Finneran A’91 
how not censorship at all; to which I would 
reply that nonsense, even when presented 
as great wisdom, is nonsensenonetheless. If 
the admiismtion were to apply their new 
policy to the campus as a whole, they surely 
could not ignore the transgressions of an 
offender far more blatant than the t-shirt 
vendor. This offender has a huge market on 
campus, makes vast profits, and sells prod- 
ucts whichare boundtooffendall segments 
of the campus. I refer of course, to the Tufts 
bookstore. Bitter misogyny can be found in 
theworksofsuchauthorsasT.S.Eliot; anti- 
Semitism can be found in the works of 
Adolf Hitler; indeed, the bookstore sells 
books with enough opinions to offend ev- 
eryone. If the adminisvation has truly de- 
cided to combat offensive opinion when 
such opinion is spread for the purpose of 
making aprofit its logicalnext step is to shut 
down the bookstore (and put the book- 
sellers on level two probation). This would, 
of course, deprive us of an education, but 

the hypothesis that an educational facility 
ought to exist to facilitate education is 
perhaps incompatible with the Tufts 
Administration’s self-appointed mission to 
ensure that a narrow ‘‘diversity” triumphs 
over ideas that are a little too diverse for its 
tastes. 

The purpose of aliberal arts educa- 
tionis,andought tobe, therelentless pursuit 
of the truth by allowing the educated minds 
of students to pick through the flotsam and 
jetsam of all possible points of view and 
then allowing them to decide for them- 
selves that which is true and that which is 
false. This process, however, requires that 
students are indeed exposed to all points of 
view, no matter how untrue or repulsive any 
of us may feel such views to be. It is this 
fundamental principle which has been vio- 
lated by Dean Reitman and the Tufts Ad- 
ministration. The suppression of the t-shirt 
in order to fight sexism is based upon the 

T-shirt continued on page 39 
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Capitalism Against Extinction 

There 
is a solution to 
this problem, 
one that has 
functioned ad- 

anlcindhas contributed to the extinc- M tion of many species of animals. In 
prehistory,Manpmbably h u g h t  about the 
extinction of the Woolly Rhino, the Giant 
Sloth,andmanyotherlargemammals.More 
recently, Manhas wiped out such speciesas 
the passenger pigeon and the dodo. Four 
thousand years ago, there were four species 
of elephant; now there are two, and their 
numbers are dwindliig fast. 

Inanauempttosavetheelephants, 
the United States is helping promote a 
worldwide drive to ban the ivory trade. 
Unfortunately, this approach is doomed to 
failure. Demand for ivory will remain high 
in spite of international regulations, and the 
increase in ivory prices which will result 
from the ban will only make the trade more 

Elephantsshouldbetreatedlikeany othermanaged $ 
animal, their ivory harvested in a scientific and 
controlled manner, and the proceeds from ivory f 

Jim Robbins 
profitable and place elephants in more dan- 
ger. If one doubts the ineffectiveness of 
suchlaws,examinethedrugsituation. Drugs 
have never had more laws levied against 
them, and this has done very little to reduce 
thedrug trade. Anyprohibitionmakesboot- 
legging profitable, and this sort of govern- 
ment action will surely doom the elephants. 

Eskimos for meat and tusks, and though the 
rate of killing has lately been excessive 
(about 12,000 a year), better management 
couldensure their survival.Therhinocems, 
whose horn is thought to bestow sexual 
potency, is managedin some countries, and 
in others horns are removed regularly to 
discourage poachers. The bison survived in 
Dublic enclaves after demand for its fur 

mirably in I sales used to preserve the herds. 
Zimbabwe.  
Botswana, and 
South Africa. Elephants should be treated 
like any other managed animal, their ivory 
harvestedinascientificandcontrolled man- 
ner, and the proceeds from ivory sales used 
to preserve the herds. In this way, the 
species can be sustained by harnessing the 
very powers which presently are leading to 
the elephant’s demise. Using such tech- 
niques, elephant herds in southern Africa 
have increased in size (to 50,OOO in Zimba- 
bwe), while they have shrunk dramatically 
throughout the rest of the continent. 

The only way elephants can sur- 
vive is if they have some sort of economic 
value. In any competitionbetweenelephants 
and the press of humanity for their grazing 
lands and their tusks, the elephants will 
lose; no government will be able to protect 
them. The plight of the Asian elephant in 
Southeast Asii countries is worthnoting. 
Untilrecently,elephants wereused formost 
heavy lifting in rural areas, and were vital 
for construction tasks. There was never a 
threat of extinction in these mas, because 
elephants were necessary for the health of 
local economies. With the spread of ma- 
chine technology to these areas, elephants 
have become a burden, and are either being 
killed or allowed to die without replace- 
ment. 

Elephants are not the only crea- 
m s  which might benefit from private or 
public management. Walruses, another 
ivory-bearing creature, are harvested by 

vanished. Despite 1960s predictions of im- 
minent extinction, the bison is now being 
raised on private ranches and slaughtered 
for its meat, which is more nutritious and 
better tasting than beef. Whales, which 
travel in groups and have regular migratory 
patterns, could be treated in similar fashion. 
Private companies could stake out whale 
herds, using satellites picking up signals 
from implanted transmitters to track their 
progress. (The procedure is not at all sci- 
ence-fiction; such devices are already used 
to monitor North American bears and 
wolves.) The whale= would see to it that 
their herds remain healthy and vital, for the 
very simple reason that if they did not, they 
would lose their substantial financial in- 
vestments. 

The rainforest deforestation prob- 
lem can also be defeated by the application 
of market principles. Since many peasants 
clear land of trees in order to raise cattle, 
one proposal seeks to substitute atreedwell- 
ing source of protein, the iguana. Iguana 
meat, whichevidently tastes l i e  chicken, is 
high inproteinandthelizardsareeasierto 
raise than cattle. They require little main- 
tenance, and being cold-blooded consume 
only 3% of the food required to feed a 
comparably sized bird, and 5% of that for a 
mammal. The cunent route being taken by 
our govemment and those of Kenya and 

Extinct continued on page31 
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Editor's Note: When this article was origionally pub- 
lished, The Primary Source was brought up on charges of 
racism with the Media Advisory Board. Some administra- 
tors and students felt that the I ie  "yo man! dis be ma will!.", 
was racist in its supposed imitation of black dialect. The 
poets' intent, beyong rhyme, was to associate the dialect of 
the uneducated with the Tufts' administration. The assump- 
tion that such dialect is the rightful and appropriate language 
of blacks is racist, and was not insinuated, or even noted, 
except by those administrators and students who brought 
charges against this paper. The Source was forced to issue 
regrets thatpeoplemisinteqmtedthepoet'sintent.Itappears 
that Mr. Marks' intended goals for this line were eventually 
served. 

Planned Parenthood: Planned Racism 
Micheal K. Flaherty A'90 

f the current debate on abortion continues to focus on style I rather than substance, then pro-abortion candidates will have 
little reason to worry about their agendabeing altered. One of the 
leaders in the pro-abortion campaign, Faye Waddleton, provides 
an excellent example. Ms. Waddleton is the president of Planned 
Parenthood, the operator of the largest chain of abortion clinics 
in the nation. A stunningly attractive and articulate woman, she 
has been raised to celebrity status since the Webster decision last 
July. She has appeared on several talk shows across the country, 
graced the covers of national and international magazines, 
incuding The New York Times, and Ms. which awarded her with 
"Woman of the Year" honors. 

Like most of the leaders of the pro-abortion movement, 
herradical pro-abortion (allninemonths, government funding et. 
al.), is never challenged in the media. The torch bearer for the 
latest cause celebre, she is everyone's favorite human interest 
story: a single, professional woman, mother of a young teenager, 
(by her own choice, of course), and the president of a multi- 
million conglomeration. All this from her humble beginnings as 
a young black nurse struggling against racism in her native Ohio. 
She is the Horatio Alger of the 80's. 

Planned continued on page 30 

MONTH IN REVIEW 
John F. Kennedy, Jr. was 

sworn in a few weeks back as assis- 
tant district attorney in Manhattan. 
The studly young Kennedy pledged 
to uphold the family tradition of 
womanizing, drunk driving, and 
getting inordinate media coverage 
for no apparent reason. 

In a University where pa- color. 
triotism is berated as ethnocentrism 
and organized religion as fanati- Last July Greenpeace 
cism, it was refreshing, albeit un- protesters f o d  the cancella- 

lation. In other words, when you 
see an Asian-American, bug out 
your eyes and declare "Hey! 
You're Asian!" We at THESOURCE 

would like to go on record as 
opposing this kind of discrimi- 
nation and urge the conscien- 
tious student to disregard the in- 
significant differences of skin 

characteristic, to sing "America the 
Beautiful," at matriculation. For all 
the hypersensitive anti-nationalis- 
tic secular humanists who were of- 
fended, however, don't wony. That 
was certainly the last time you will 
hear the words "God" and "country" 
mentioned in the same breath, at 

tion of a Navy test f i g  of a 
Trident 2 missile. Recently 
Greenpeace attempted the same 
when the U.S.S. Tennessee 
launched a Trident off Cape 
Canaveral, ma. Not ones need- 
ing to be shown twice, the Navy 
support ships repeatedly rammed - .  

least in a positive light. Grtenpeace'scustom salvagetug, 
punching a hole in her side, while 
sailors flooded her engines with 
fire hoses and Navy SEALS cut 
the fuel l ies  of two accompany- 
ing antinuke motorboats. And 
they want to cut the Defense 
Department's budget. 

Tufts' Diversity is once 
again asserting its presence. Our 
esteemedadministrators have made 
this week"Asian Awareness Week." 
Itistheirhopethatthestudentbody 
become "aware" of our Asian popu- 
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Planned continued from page 29 
The only other actor in the abor- 

tion debate who seems to be treated with 
more respect (and immunity) than 
Waddleton is her employer, Planned Par- 

ithood. Started as a two room shack in the 

Brownsville section of New York City 
shortly after the first World War, Planned 
Parenthood has exploded into a multi-bil- 
lion dollar conglomerate. It currently con- 
ductsactivities inoveronehundrednations, 
on each of the seven continents. 

The success and rapid growth of 
Planned Parenthood is largely responsible 
to the Herculean efforts of its founder and 
first president, Margaret Sanger. Her influ- 
ence and contributions to the movement are 
widely aclcnowledgedandeulogizedby most 
leaders in the pro-abortion movement, es- 
pecially by her successor, Faye Waddleton. 

At her acceptance spech for re- 
ceiving the Humanist of the Year award, 
Waddleton claimed that she was “proud”to 
be “walking in the footsteps of Margaret 
Sanger.” Because of her revolutionary in- 
fluence, her spirit is constantly invoked by 
the leaders of the movement. She has be- 
come themovement’spatron saint. The fact 
that Sanger remains a hero to the move- 
ment, as well as the fact that she is still 
widely canonized in the press as a “libera- 
tor,”is testimony to the shameless efforts of 
the press to sugarcoat the movement and 
present it in its best possible light. 

Sanger’s motivatingphilosophyin 
discovering Planned Parenthood was not so 
that individual women could exercise 
“choice,” but rather so Sanger could strip 
them of it. Sanger dedicated her entire life 
to publishing several books, as well as a 

monthly magazine entitled Birth Control Parenthoodare inblackandHispanic neigh- 
Review, to outline her beliefs. In her book ,* borhoods. Forevery three black babies born, 

* , Sanger describes the two are aborted. Forty-three percent of all 
importance and necessity of birth control. abortions in the U.S . are performe don black 
The basic purpose, according to her, was women. 
“More children from the fit, less from the Most polls reflect that this is 
unfit--that is the chief aim of birth control.” hardly a matter of “choice.” In a poll taken 
Thepeople Sangerconsideredunfit wereall in 1988 by the National Opinion Research 
“non-aryan”peop1e. Sheestimatedthat these Center, sixty-two percent of blacks said that 
people, as well as other “dysgenic races,” abortion should be illegal in all circum- 
comprised seventy percent of the American stances, a fact that was ignored by whites 
population. who cite “poor blacks” as constituents of 

As a remedy, Sanger prescribed legal abortion. This remains unnoticed by 
that this “great biological menace to the the national media, who seem to notice 
future ofcivilization ... deserved tobe treated racism everywhere except where it is most 
like criminals.” She proposed to “segregate painfully evident. So much for Planned 
morons who are increasing and multiply- Parenthood, the “liberator.” 

Pivot of ClVlhzatlon . .. 

ing.” Successful implementation of her 
proposals, according to her, would result in 
a “race of thoroughbreds.” In an April 1932 
edition of Birth Control Review, Sanger 
further detailed her strategy, calling for “a 
stern and rigid policy of sterilization and 
segregation,” and to “apportion farmlands 
and homesteads for these segregated per- 
sons where they would be taught to work 
under competent instructors for the period 
of their entire lives.” 

While Sanger’s early campaign 
was designed to sterilize mostly Eastern 
Europeans, in 1939 she began to target a 
more specific race. In 1939 Sanger created 
the Negro Project to “promote” birth con- 
trolandsterilizationspecifically intheblack 
community. Sanger aimed to get the sup- 
port of prominent black leaders, namely 
ministers and political leaders, to carry out 
her plan. 

Sanger wrote, “The most success- 
ful education approach to the Negro is 
through a religious appeal. We do not want 
the word to go out that we want to extermi- 
nate the Negro population and the minister 
is the man who can straighten out that idea 
if it ever occurs to any of their more rebel- 
lious members.” 

All of the presidents who have 
succeeded Sanger possessed the same per- 
verse respect for her. None, including Ms. 
Waddleton, admit to having anything less 
than deference forher. Dr. Alan Gumnacher, 
one of Sanger’s successors, said that Planned 
Parenthood is “merely walking down the 
path that Ms. Sanger carved out for us.” 

Unlike the promises of most other 
political organizations, PlannedParenthd 
has delivered on its promises. Today, over 
70% of the clinics operated by Planned 

-March 1990 
~~ 

Extinct continued from page28 
Tanzania is not going to save elephants in 
h e  long run. Kenya has decided to take a 
particularly hard line. Poachers are now 
shot on sight by special government police 
trained for just this task. This measure will 
probably only inmase the overall fire- 
power on the savannah--poachers are al- 
ready using automatic weapons to take 
down their prey (and anyone who gets in 
their way).Furthermore, by making poach- 
ing more dangerous, Kenya is limiting the 
task to its most brutal practitioners, and at 
the same time increasing the profit margins 
in the tusk trade. 

It should be clear by now that the 
state won’t save the elephants or other 
creatures so long as there are both people 
willing to pay for their products and others 
willing to procure them. The best way to 
preserve the multiplicity of wildlife is to 
work within the market framework, to sat- 
isfy demand through the judicious and 
scientific management of species, and use 
the profits derived from this trade in their 
continued maintenance. This will keep 
prices down, and put poachers out of busi- 
ness. The invisible hand can be a friend or 
foe of the animal kingdom. It is up to the 
state todetermine whichit willbe. The facts 
are clear in the last thirty years, numbers of 
elephants have risen by 150% in states 
which engage in ivory trade; in the last ten 
years, the number of elephants elsewhere 
hasbeencutinhalf. The formerrouteleads 
to survival. The latter is taking the elephant 
inexorably to the endless night of extinc- 
tion. 

-March I990 
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NO continued from page 26 

that she felt that Tai’s text was one of the 
sloppiest she had ever seen in her life. 

Well, there were errors in the text, 
but the text was only a pilot (the purpose of 
which is to work out errors). The finshed 
text will be published by Harvard Univer- 
sity Press this spring. Her contention that 
the text was too sloppy to use at Tufts makes 
one wonder why it is used at schools suchas 
Dartmouth,Princeton,andColumbia. Could 
Tufts’ standard really be that much higher? 
Furthermore, one must consider the utility 
of learning both forms. The long form is 
still used in Hong Kong and Taiwan, where 
Tufts has a study program. An upper level 
student who wishes to study precommunist 
histories or literature would find himself out 
of luck while knowing only the short form. 
The argument that the long form need not be 
taught is a mistaken one, and firing an 
extremely talented and admired professor 
based on such an argument simply invites 
criticism. 

Whatever thereasons fordismissal, 
the careless mishandling of one of Tufts’ 
most talented professors casts an extremely 
unflattering light on the university. First 
and foremost, it exposes the callous and 
unmerciful exploitation of untenured pro- 
fessors, a treatment reminiscent of India’s 
caste system. Secondly, it calls the subject 
of academic freedom, the most fundamen- 
tal tenet of any university, into serious 
question. 

After speaking with Dean Feinleib 
and Professor Romero, it was clear that the 
program chair, LiLi Ch’en, exercised an 
overwhelming influence in the decision. 
The decision was made without even con- 
sulting Tai, and left him absolutely no re- 
course. The dictum ‘‘innocent until proven 
guilty” has no place in university policy. 
They also couldn’t tell us the degree to 
whichstudent evaluations were weighed. It 
is our belief that the evaluations had no 
bearing; and that evaluations can not help a 
professor, but only hurt him. 

THE SOURCE has met with LiLi 
Ch’en before at mediaadvisory boardmeet- 
ings and she has proven to be an excellent 
lady. She is alsoanextremelyrespectedand 
accomplished writer. However, we ques- 
tion her fitness as program chair of the 
department. Since 1981,shehasspentonly 
one semester a year at Tufts. She spends the 
rest of the year in Europe, her physical 
absence divorcing herself from the daily 
activities of her own department. As a 

result, Professor Tai gladly took on the 
responsibilitiesof the department, writing a 
great majority of the recommendations and 
doing all the counselling in the department. 
He was the professor that worked the hard- 
est to make the department what it is today. 
Because of his subordinate position as a 
senior lecturer, however, his years of suc- 
cess meant nothing in the face of his supe- 
rior. His accomplishments were dismissed 
as shamelessly as he was from his depart- 
ment. 

One of the more striking ironies of 
the situation is the way it contradicts the 
university’s promotion of diversity. The 

example of the attitude some department 
chairmen at Tufts have toward professor 
who do not agree academically or politi- 
cally with their leftist agenda. 

If the reasoning behind Professor 
Tai’sfiring issaid tobeatbestquestionable, 
then one must consider the method used to 
get rid of him contemptible. Because of 
Professor Tai’s non-tenure track position, 
his career was a precarious one. His whole 
career was entirely at the mercy of Professor 
Ch’en’s personal attitude. What’s even 
more alarming is that both Dean Feinleib 
and Professor Romero have said that this 
situation was “not atypical.” Professors 

of Professor Tai’s former stu- 
dents signed apetitionasking for 

administration is involved in an all out his return, would the administration change 
effort to create a multiracial and cultural its decision. She said no. So it seems that 
campus so that all can benefit from the in the current process for dismissing a non- 
interaction. Yet it seems that this interest in tenured professor, the students have no say 
diversity does not stem from the faculty. in their own education. Dean Feinleib 
Professor Tai was an excellent and devoted conveyed the notion that the administration 
teacher, a man respected among his peers knows what’s best for its students. This 
and loved by his students. But the moment Orwellian stance is an insult to both the 
he tried to assert his own views on curricu- students and all non-tenured professors, 
lum, the administration cruelly silenced Professor Tai especially. 
him into unemployment. THE SOURCE has The administration’s process for 
had several interviews with Professor Tai firing non-tenured faculty is simply inhu- 
and what we have seen is exactly what hii mane. It alsogoes against all thelegal tenets 
students describe him as, a proud and ex- this fine nation was founded on. Professor 
tremely friendly gentleman He is also Tai was given no fair trial, was pronounced 
justifiably upset, and simply asks for a guilty upon accusation and immediately 
reason from the administration why he was hanged. 
forced to resign. Again, thisarticlehasbeenprinted 

Academic freedom is something in the face of serious reservations by the 
held sacred by the intellectual community, administration. They said it would only 
but here at Tufts academic freedom means cause problems, and that nothing consrruc- 
something entirely different. Even at very tive could be achieved. THE SOURCE feels 
liberal institutions, such as Hmard, one that Professor Tai dedicated a large part of 
can name a dozen well known conservative his life to improving thisuniversity. He was 
professors, but Tm! Soma is hard pressed here every day devoting extra time to his 
to find a single conservative in the Tufts students,ufWeProfessorCh’enwhospends 
faculty. Is this because there are no conser- every other semesterabroad. He treated this 
vatives qualified to teach at Tufts or be- university the opposite way the university 
cause Tufts consciously avoids hiting any? treated him; with fairness and dedication. 
Thelaaerisalmostdefinitelytrue. How can The administration seemed to feel that Tai 
this university call itself one of the best in deserved no fair trial, but, in the spirit of 
the nation and be so unwilling to employ democracy, we feel he deservesat least thaL 
faculty of differing political views? When Professor Tai has been heartlessly abused 
one considers this, it’sno surprise that Tufts by this administration and it is our objective 
didn’tmakethe USNewsandWorldReporf’s toinform thestudents SothatTaiwillatleast 
listing of the best schools in the country. be given a fair trial with them. 
The abuse of Professor Tai is a telling -October 1988 
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Exterminating the PIRG-asites 
he TCU’s primary duty, that responsi- T bility which sets it apart from nearly 

every other college or university legislature 
across the country, is the responsible man- 
agement and equitable distribution of over 
$500,000. With few exceptions, the Senate 
carries out this responsibility with greater 
fairness and professionalism than the U.S. 
Senate. One crucial factor in the TCU 
senate’s favor is the lack of the leeches 
which feed OIL public funds, commonly 
called lobbyists. Unfortunately, one leech 
has attached itself to student-activity funds 
across the country, surviving on student’s 
innocent concern forthe environment. This 
leech is called PIRG, specifically MassPIRG 
and Tufts cannot seem to rid itself of this 
parasite. 

This year MassPIRG, a profes- 
sional lobbying organization, has asked the 
Senate for $26,322 frwn the money the 
Senate is entrusted to distribute for campus 
activities. Of this money, 79% ($20,801) 
would be used to pay for professional staff 
to run MassPIRG’s office in downtown 
Bostonandtohireafull-time staf€er“trained 
to teach students specific campaign skills” 
(MassPIRG ‘90-’91 budget) [i.e. lobby]. 

A’92 give the student-activities monev to an 
19% of the money would pay for the oper- kdependent political organization.First, if 
ating expenses of MassPlRG’s Boston of- students truly support MassPlRG, then 
fice and activities (e.g. rent, phones, publi- these students can give MassPRG money. 
cations). Less than 2% ($500) of our money Forcing someone to give money to apoliti- 
would be “given back’’ for use on campus. cal organization is illegal. Sending our dues - 

.:,:.: desigkted for campus ac- 1 Sending our duesdesignatedfor campus kg t i v i t i e s t o ~ s p ~ G i s j u s t  
I activities to MassPlRG is just as illegal as as illegal as mandatory - ...-.. mandatory union dues going to political ’:.’ $8; union dues going to politi- 

campaigns. But the fact is that stu- 
I..... 8; C2.d campaigns. 

dents don’t support 
The question is not whether what 

ments would be lively on both sides, but 
whether our money, designated for student 
activities, should be used to support a pro- 
fessional environmental lobbying organi- 
zation.Clearlyby Senatestandards,itshould 
not. 

our student-activitymoney is given 
to the Senate each year by the trustees, in 
order for the Senate to equitably allocate the 
money for campus activities. While there 
are no organizations to which everyone 
belongs or with which all even agree, all of 
these activities still enrich campus life. 
MassPlRG’s budget, on the other hand, is a 
membership fee in a political-lobbying 
organization. This is not a proper use of 
funds allocated for campus activities. 

Everyone agrees that MassPIRG 
violates the Senate’s funding procedures. 
The money goes directly to an outside 
organization which is in no way account- 
able to the Senate, used for things which the 
Senate does not pay for (e.g., staff). Unfor- 
tunately, as the only lobbying group on 
campus, it has been very effective in “con- 
vincing”senat0rs to vote against the Senate’s 
own rules. Freshman senator Adam Tratt 
told The Daily that “to hold this unique 
organization accountable to the standard 
rules of ALBO ... is doing Tufts a great mis- 
service.” 

Apparently, some feel that since 
MassPIRG is good we should give them our 
student-activities money. The argument 
goes: Since students themselves support 
MassPIRG, we can make an exception and 

MassPRG does is good, although argu- 
MassPIRG. In a referendum last year, 
students voted 1024 to 823 against funding 
MassPIRG. MassPIRG contested the refer- 
endum because a MassPlRG member man- 
aged tocheatandvotedhviceforMassPIRG. 
With this vote, funding MassPIRG not only 
violates students’ basic civil liberties pro- 
tecting them from forced funding for politi- 

MASPIRG 
-muscm~nuc- -a omom 

‘91-’92 Budget Proposal 
I) Pcrsonntl 

Tufts Organizer $13.206 (50.17) 
Campus Suppon Staff $2.431 (9.24) 
Program Advocate Staff 53,084 ( 1  1.72) 
Administrativc staff 52.080 (7.90) 

11) Operating Expenses 52.842 (10.79) 

Ill) Board of Directors 5179 (.68) 

IV)  Tufts PlRG Direct 
Expenses $500 (1.89) 

V) Statewide Education, 
Advocacy. and Organizing $2000 (7.59) 

TOTAL 526,322 

cal organizations, and the Senate’s own 
rules in regard to funding, but funding 
MassPlRG would be in violation of its own 
charter which requires that students reaf- 
f m  support for MassPlRG’s existence ev- 
ery two years. 

With all evidence against 
MassPIRG, how didit manage to get$12,250 

PIRG continued on page 34 
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o the uninitiated, the world of art may T be imagined as pacific, even edenic. Or 
so it would have seemed until were loosed 
the hounds of Hell or at least the hounds of 
Helms, Jesse that is. The senior senator 
from North Carolina has been the most 
visible protagonist in the recent effort to 
prevent the National Endowment for the 
Arts (NEA) from funding “objectionable” 
works of art. Public funds, say Helms and 
his fellow crusaders, should not be used to 
fund works of art that the general public 
would find patently offensive. 

This campaign has not gone 
unchallenged. KarenFinley,anartistwhose 
grant was revoked, said recently, “We seem 
to be at a sad, regressive time in American 
Histo ry... But artists don’t exist to create 
propaganda for the state.”Finley is aperfor- 
mance artist whose performances include 
smearing chocolate syrup over her other- 
wise naked body in one example and shov- 
ing yams up various bodily orifices in an- 
other. It is rather a surprise that the NEA 
consideredFinleyforagrantatal1. Isaythat 
not on the basis of moral or aesthetic consid- 
erations, but on the basis of simple eco- 
nomic calculation. Whateveronemay think 
about Finley’s performances as art, it must 
beadmitted thatthey aremost certainly cost 
effective. Whichbegsthequestion: whyever 
does she need a grant, whether from the 
NEA or elsewhere, when her artistic ex- 
penses are apparently limited to chocolate 
syrup ($1.69 a bottle) and yams ( 84 cents a 
pound)? After all, she need not purchase 
expensive paints or canvases (or even 
clothes). 

For argument’ssake,letusassume 
that Finley mly does need outside assis- 
tance to produce her art. Does the NEA’s 
failure to provide such assistance constitute 
“a throwback to McCarthyisn”? The argu- 
ment is difficult to sustain. For one thing the 
“A continues to fund much that would not 
be supported in a neo-McCarthyist era. 
Case in point alargemuralvisiblefromthe 
Statue of Liberty glorifying Joseph Stalin, 
Daniel Ortega, and Fidel Castro--three fel- 
lows not often considered ideological 
soulmates of the late Senator McCarthy. 

John Finneran A’91 
Indeed, one could easily envisage a fervent 
McCarthy supporter taking one look at the 
mural and, with a single tear stmming 
down his cheek, crying out: “Say it ain’t so, 
Joe!” 

More importantly, the NEA, pos- 
sessing only finite resources, rejects the 
vast majority of projects which are submit- 
tedtoit. Ifthatbecensorship,amostcurious 
definition of free expression is posited. 
With the words “free expression”, the idea 
which springs to mind is that of a person 
choosing to express himself free from the 
coercion of others. Under the NEA system, 
a recipient receives funds only because the 
government, by its power of coercive taxa- 
tion, forces the taxpayer to provide such 
funds. Freedom for the artist is therefore 
baseduponcoercionofallothermembersof 
society. 

Yet the NEA system does not pro- 
vide m e  freedom even for the artist. For 
with state support comes chains of depen- 

MONTH IN REVIEW 
is the opposite of progress? 

Q. If pro is the opposite of con, what 

A. Congress 

Sincewe’refeminizing Godthesedays, 
can we feminize Satan too? 

For Gcd knows what reason, Provost 
Sol Gittleman in matriculation ceremonies this 
year, repeated the claim he made last ytar that 
World War II was ”the last good fight.“ The 
struggle against Communist totalitarianism 
therefor is and apparently always has been de- 
void of any moral justification. There has been 
a great step forward this year, however. Rather 
than simply making the claim himself, Sol be- 
gan the statement with the words ”what the 
world has called.” From one year to the next, Sol 
has taken the pinkcheeked baby from his living 
room to his doorstep (rhetorically speaking. of 
course). Mr. Provost, next year, slam that Qor 
shut. 

@j Crisis magazine reports that a female 
professor at the University of St. Louis has 
decided using the term “seminar” implies too 
muchofthe whitemalepatriatciry. She willnow 
be calling her small classes “owlars.” 

dence, as the artist must constantly fear that 
his grant will be revoked or not renewed. 
And why should a democratic state not be 
able to revoke grants? If the people are 
coercedinto paying taxes, it is only just that 
they, through their elected officials, should 
control the spending of their tax dollars. 
Such is the basic axiom of representative 
democracy. Rejection of this principle is 
fundamentallyundemocratic; taxationwith- 
out representation is tyranny. 

F d e y  is correct in her assextion 
that real artists do not exist to create propa- 
ganda for the state, but she fails to see that 
art which is dependent on state funding is 
necessarily statepmpagandaandby itsvery 
dependency necessarily the negationof true 
artistic freedom. It can be argued that the 
works which have been the focus of recent 
controversy do not look like state propa- 
ganda Fair enough. It is difficult to imagine 
a chief ideologist of the Bush Administra- 
tion ftnancing, for example, performances 

Art continued on page 35 

We wem v a y  happy to see the recent 
Marchers for Peace, apposing US. actions in 
the Persian Gulf, set off from ow fair campus. 
But, unfortunately, they all came back. 

Recently the Chaplaincy sponsored 
an interfaith service to pray for our troops in the 
Persian Gulf. The only administrator or faculty 
member who could take the time out of his busy 
schedule to attend was President Jean Maya. 
While we realize many faculty membcrs am 
opposed to organized religion on political 
grounds, we are baffled that not one member of 
the faculty or administration could take the time 
out of their protesting to pray for the safety of 
the troops. 

AtarccentSenatem&g,TCUScna- 
tor President Julian Barnes was asked by a 
female senator how conservatively one should 
dpss for a trustee luncheon. Resident Barnes 
replied, “You don’t want to show any cleavage.” 
Once again, Mr. Barnes has shown a complete 
lack of understanding of the modem conserva- 
tive movement. 
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AIDS continued from page 18 
While many may deny it, AIDS is a 

moral problem. It will inevitably cause man 
to confront his nature, in which there lies the 
potential to kill. Andit is the control over life 
and death which makes the epidemic of ethi- 
cal importance. If man chooses to be promis- 
cuous he has decided to follow his baser 
inclinations. Aside from normal moral prob- 
lems, thelinkage with thedeath factor, makes 
such behavior truly unethical. 

Manpossessestheability to threaten 
himself and others by contracting, carrying 
and transmitting a plague. And man, as a 
rational being, knows that an active sex life 
with different persons, opens one up to the 
possibility of coming into contact with, and 
in fact becoming, a killer. 

In addition he is aware that the 
condom is not as effective as the scientific 
community would have him think. Because 
there is the possibility that the condom will 
not give full protection against AIDS, man 
must still consider the morality associated 
with his behavior, regardless of whether the 
use of birth control at a particular time is 
effective. The risk demands that man make 
an ethical decision, in context of the impact 
his actions could have on society. 

For it is the common good which is 
most threatenedbytheignominious habits of 
man. If the leaders and problem solvers of 
this nation do not address man’s nature, his 
morality, then they are not serving the nation 
well. They should not fail to see that thus far 

their prescriptions fordiseases like AIDS are 
encouraging the very behavior which led to 
the spread in the fist place. And it is not 
unrealistic to say that promiscuity in this 
context is immoral and evil. But their ap- 
proach to this is not unlike recent attempts to 
decrease the illegitimacy rate. 

Leaders felt that higher spending 
on birth control for the poor would decrease 
the incidence of births out of wedlock. They 
were quite wrong. One needs only look to the 
fact that 25 percent of births in NYC are 
illegitimate. The numbers , 

unrestrained promiscuity, are now more de- 
finitive of man. This is the same man who is 
so materially rich, scientifically advanced 
and intellectually developed. There is a loss 
of hope in the Classical Liberal notion that 
man possesses the potential to develop and 
grow without limitation. 

AIDS should not only make man 
aware of his own potential to bring on self- 
destruction. It should also move him to real- 
ize that he need not be the animal, regardless 
of problem solvers’ views. The cultivation of 

areincreasing rather than 
decreasing. So much for 
the rubber. 

Their prescriptions for diseases like A I D S  
are encouraging the very behavior which 

Time and time led to the spread in the first place. 
again it seems that the less I 
willing people are to face 
the cruel reality of human nature and its the human, will require that he consider the 
connection to social problems, the more possibilities of developingthose traits which 
ominous their existence becomes. can best control the animal and its passions. 

One would like to believe that all Most people would not say that sex 
hope is not lost. Perhaps AIDS will be the is the most distinguishing characteristic of 
starting point in changing the way that man the human being. There is so much more- 
views himself. Namely man must look to the knowledge, morality, spirituality etc. A bit 
human in him as opposed to the animal. more attention paid to these and man might 

One could conclude that prescribed truly progress. He might feel better about 
solutions to problems like AIDS do not say himself, knowing that his happiness is not a 
very much for leaders’ faith in their fellow direct function of that which also makes a 
men. Condoms and science are means which rabbit happy. 
fully anticipate a continuation of the same For sexualpromiscuity, the animal- 
sexualpracticescreatingtheprob1ems.These isticsideofman, hasmanytimes overproven 
cures treat man the animal as opposed to the threatening to life. Poverty and disease, its 
human. Those characteristics which nor- end products, are taxing questions to modem 
mally identify baser creatures, i.e. lust and politicians, sociologists,andothers. Thepres- 

’ 

ervation of man is a perennial problem. 

PIRG continued from page 32 
last year fromhe Senate? Well, MassPlRG 
is a lobbying organization and it is good at 
what it does. MassPIRG knows all of the 
slimy tactics to get what it wants. In true 
lobbyist fonn, Lisa Fabish last year, told a 
Source editor that she would “lie, cheat, or 
steal to get the money for MassPIRG.”Last 
year after receiving a $0 recommendation 
fromALB0,MassPRGappealedtothefull 
Senate. The Senate, responsibly, was pre- 
pared to allocate that which is used on 
campus, minus the full-time campus staffer. 
Ginny Hamilton said that if the Senate is 
only going to give campus operating ex- 
penses then it might as well not give any- 
thing. So the Senate, responsibly, gave 
nothing. 

MassPIRG, being professional 
slime, knew exactly what to do, as all who 

worked hard to uphold Senate law went 
back to their normal lives. Lobbying the 
new Senatelater in thespring withoutoppo- 
sition, it found politicians heady withnew- 
found power who were easily swooned by 
standard campaign tactics. Looking more 
and more like the U.S. Senate, the new 
senate allocated $12,250 from money they 
didn’t have. Money later taken from the 
Senate’s own account. 

This year guarantees a good fight 
in the Senate. ALBO has recommended $0, 
as last year, and MassPIRG is on shakier 
ground. They have not attempted to reaf- 
fm support as stated in their charter, and 
their activitiesthis yearhavebeenminimal. 
Last year MaSsPIRG pulled a fast one and 
Conned the senate out of $12,250, but as 
Matt Sands, Senate Treasurer, noted in the 
Daily, “We only make that mistake once.” 

-March 1991 

I 

The control lies within the hands of 
the human beings. It is up to the leaders of 
this republic to encourage the human in man 
as opposed to the animal. Just as they must 
discourage murder, rapeand pillaging, which 
are realizations of the barbaric side of man, 
so too must they discourage behavior which 
leads to the animalism which has caused the 
spread of AIDS. 

Thepotentialinmanisgreat solong 
as he is required to be human, and to face the 
harsh realities of less than magnanimous 
activity. Only then will true progress come to 
a society. Otherwise what may pass for de- 
velopment may only be regression into a 
state where the lives of all are “solitary, poor, 
nasty, brutish, and short. “ 

-April 1987 
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Art continued from page 33 

by John Fleck in which Fleck places a 
picture of Christ in a toilet bowl and then 
urinates on top of it. Under the current 
system, peer-review panels recommend and 
the NEA chairman approves grants on the 
basis of--well, Godknows what, since their 
reasons are not made public. We can only 
guess: The amount of blue used in paint- 
ings? Whether the artist has one of those 
red-and-white-striped shirts like Picasso 
used to wear? Perhaps the ripeness of the 
yams in Karen Finley’s case? In any event, 
names are not picked out of ahat (but, then, 
maybe they are). Regardless, the decision 
on what to fund must be based on some- 
thing. And whether that something be the 
obsequious glorification of George Bush or 
a frontal assault on the values of middle 
America or even a more technical question 
such as the composition of colors, the fact 
that the state gives financial support to 
certain pieces of art gives those pieces an 
advantage in reaching the general public 
over other pieces not so privileged. Art is a 
means of expressing ideas. A state decision 
on which pieces of art to support,regardless 
of the basis for that decision, benefits the 
expression of certain ideas rather than 
others. The works of art (i.e. ideas) that 

rion which is as good as any and better than 
most. As for artists whose grant proposals 
are turned down, they can still produce any 
sort of art they desire, at private expense. 

However, if the NEA simply must 
persist in spending money on artprojects of 
which the general public would not ap- 
prove, it seems ~ h ~ a l  to carry the illogic to 
its illogical conclusions;therefore, I hereby 
present for the NE”s consideration a mod- 
est art proposal of my own. I propose a 
cutting-edge multi-media , 

SUBSIDIZED ART 

receive the benefits of state funding can 
therefore justly be considered state propa- 
ganda. 

If the state is to fund the arts at all 
(and I thinkitshould,but thatis asubjectfor 
another day), the criteria for the decision of 
whichpieces tosupportareaworthy subject 
of public discussion and decision. Whether 
a grant proposal could reasonably be ex- 
pected to be approved if the question were 
submitted to popular referendum is a crite- 

may make the intrinsic artistic value of my 
epochal project more readily apparent to 
some readers. Finally, in the center of the 
ship will be a roundish piece of metal to be 
known as “The Great, Universal, All-Em- 
bracing Orb” which will represent every 
possible mental conception not already rep- 
resented elsewhere. Kant’s critique of Car- 
tesian metaphysics, the contradiction of 
linear perspective in a non-Euclidean uni- 
verse, Ayn Rand’s influence on popular 

The project will consist of a I the obscenely rich the artist will himself 
very large cruise shii on 
whichtheartist (myself) will 
hold his uerfonnance. The 
ship repksents the world. To represent 
internationalization, the ship will sail to 
sundry nations hither and yonder. To repre- 
sent the slow passage of time, the perfor- 
mance will last a long time (as long as the 
artist wishes, or until his NEA grant runs 
out. Whichever comes fmt) To represent 
solidarity with audio artists, music will be 
provided by the, Rolling Stones, the Boston 
Pops, and U-2. In a biting social commen- 
tary ontheoumgeouslyexmvagantbehav- 
ior of the obscenely rich the artist will 

himself en- 
gage in simi- 
lar behavior, 
but onan even 
more extrava- 
gantly waste- 
ful scale (a 
fully fueled 
jumbo jet air- 
liner will whiz 
the artistoff to 
anyspotonthe 
globe at his 
s l i g h t e s t  
whim, a pro- 
f e s s i o n a l  

breather will test the air before the artist 
draws eachbreath,rosepetals willbe strewn 
across the artist’s path, etc.) The artist will 
perform not with any sense of personal 
pleasure, mind you, but out of grim artistic 
duty. As this willbeadeeplypersonalwork, 
the artist will include as assistants anumber 
of representatives of the institution that has 
been such an important part of his life for 
the past three years, to wit: the entire student 
body of Tufts University. This last point 

sitcoms: all these and an infinite number of 
other ideas radiate outward from the Great, 
Universal, All-Embracing Orb. 

I do not expect my proposal to 
meet with universal approval. It is no doubt 
a difficult piece. In fact, I would be quite 
surprised if the NEA approves my grant. I 
do not think that it has yet become that 
artistically hip--or that stupid. But, then, 
few things are as uncertain as the amount of 
common sense possessed by a govement 
agency. 

Poet Joyce Kilmore, commenting 
on his own particular art, once wrote: 

Poems are written by  fools like me, 
But only God can make a r e e .  . ~ ,. 

In these modem times, that rhyme 
can be updated to the following: 

Caribbean cruises are 08 deemed luxury, 
But ifthe NEA thinks it’s art, I can go for 
free. 

-September 1990 
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Rape Adjudication at Tufts 
n the past year and a half, eight rapes I have been reported by members of this 

university. The Dean of Students Office 
shuffledallthecasesthroughtheUniversity’s 
establisheddisciplinary proceedings. While 
this system is reasonably equipped to deal 
with common code violations, it is simply 
notdesignedtodeal withamatterasserious 
or ascomplicatedasrape. While theuniver- 
sity attempts to offer an option for women 
who do not want to go through a criminal 
trial, the Tuft’s option may be worse. 

If a young woman enters the Dean 
of Students Office to charge anotherstudent 
with rape, she is presented with three op- 
tions according to the university Disciplin- 
ary Action booklet. Her first option is me- 
diation where she sits down with the alleged 
rapist and discusses the rape, how they feel 
about it, and what they would like to do 
about it. One student who brought charges 
said that the Dean of Students even encour- 
aged her to sit down and talk with the rapist 
in private. 

Hersecondoptionisahearing.She 
and the accused would be brought before a 
committee of administrators, faculty mem- 

Karen Ahlborn J’94 most of whom probably do not want to get 
bers, and fellow students to tell their sides of involved in the first place. To accomplish 
the case. Questioning is done primarily by all these matters effectively would require 
the victim herself. Both parties must give a presence of mind not commonly found in 

that the thought of presenting her own case 
dealing with the accused was more than she could handle, and 
she was forced to drop the case. 

their own statements, question each other, 
question their wimesses, and crossexam- 
ine each other’s wimesses. The panel may 
&questions, buttheprimary investigation 
is done by the students involved. Even 
arranging for the witnesses is for the most 
part the responsibility of the student. 

The victim must be clear enough 
in mind to present her own case logically 
and persuasively, to effectively confront 
and question the person she has accused of 
a most serious violation, to tell her story to 
faculty and students she will see oncampus, 
and to call and question her own witnesses, 

a victim of rape. One victim was so dis- 
traught over what she had experienced, that 
the thought of presenting her own case and 
directly dealing with the accused was more 
thanshecouldhandle,andshewasfmedto 
drop the case. The victim is usually encour- 
aged to hire a lawyer, at her own expense. 
Dean Reitman said that ‘‘more and more” 
defendants are hiring lawyers in university 
cases. The victim must either hire her own, 
or face her rapist with his lawyer in tow. In 
a situation where she is responsible for 

Rape continued on page 38 

MONTH IN REVIEW 
The government has recently initi- 

ated aluxury tax. The intended purpose was to 
procure tons o‘money from those rich imperi- 
alists who use the blood of the American 
working class to oil their Mercedes. Instead, 
the bill put thousands of American boat build- 
ers out of work and forced those rich imperi- 
alists to use the blood of foreign workers to oil 
their Mercedes, lowering tax revenue. We 
say, if Congress really wanted to soak the rich, 
they shouldbegoneswimming in thePotomac. 

To run or not to run. That is the 
question. Whether ‘tis more profitable in the 
mind to suffer the flashes and microphones of 
outrageous mediainvestigations. And to raise 
campaign funds from lots of rich guys and, 
after raising, spending. 

As the most oppressed minority 
group on campus, we at THE SOURCE demand 

our own special interest house. And while 
we‘re at it, give us a co-ordinator, a conserva- 
tive studies program, openlyconservativeresi- 
dential advisors, a conservative dining hall 
(serving veal,Chilean grapes, andSalvadoran 
coffee, every night), openly conservative pro- 
fessors, special conservative awareness semi- 
nars during orientation, aconservative library, 
our very own conservative office, keg parties 
every weekend paid for by the TCU Senate, 
funding for openly conservative speakers, 
active recruitment of openly conservative stu- 
dents, and a conservative pamidge in a pear 
tree. 

The Trusteesrecently announcedthat 
they will be allocating new money for the 
renovation of Tufts animal research facilities. 
The animals, which have been temporarily 
housed in Carmichael Hall for the past several 
years have expressed their gratitude, and are 
looking forward to the change. 
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THE PRIMARY SOURCE Interviews Dr. Jean Mayer 
The Primary Source conducted an interview with Dr. 

Jean Mayer, President of Tufts, this summer. Dr. Mayer will be 
leaving the position of President of Tufts and assuming the new 
position of Chancellor. Dr. Mayer has been President of TUBS 
since 1976, replacing president Hallowell, and becoming the 
fourteenth President of Tufts. President Mayer is the second 
longest serving President of Tufts. 

Source: Some universities have initiated Diversity requirements, 
And there’s discussion at Tufts to initiate one. At many Of these 
universities these courses ~IC %ery political, espousing leftist view- 
points. What is your view on such courses. 

Mayer: I think we live in acomplex world and Ithink it’s important 
for us to have some understanding of the world at large. I don’t 
think what is called “diversity” should be at the expense Or quality 
educational research. By any criteria the faculty and student body 
is much more diverse at Tufts than it was twenty years ago. People 
forget that what diversity represented in the old days was, for 

instance, no one who didn’t have an Anglo-Saxon name was ever 
hired by the department of English to teach English. About 30 years 
ago a very qualified woman applied for a job in the English depart- 
ment at Tufts and she received a letter saying we don’t hire women 
in the English department at Tufts. All Or this is a thing of the past, 
itsounds almosthicrediblethatinthelifetimeofyourparentsthiswas 
going on. I think diversity is something that is happening and reflects 
the change in composition of the American people. I see absolutely 
no need to have a diversity requirement. I see every need to continue 
to cast as broad anet as possible when we want to fill a slot, and make 
sure that in particular we look a women and minorities to see if there 
are some people who are as qualified Or more qualified who can be 
hired, but a diversity requirement eating up at the quality of our 
academics would be obviously undesirable. 

Source: Racial tensions are certainly one of the major problems in 
this country, and universities are no exception. What do you think 
about separate orientation for blacks at Tufts and a separate black 

Mayer continued on page 39 

A Deconstructed Christmas 
ave you ever wondered why there H were no creatures stirring in the house 

on thenight before Christmas? Now, through 
the miracleof modem literary criticism you 
toocanknowthestartliig truthaboutClem- 
ent C. Moore’s classic poem. And just as 
you may have always suspected, it’s really 
no better than acheap porno-poem, cloaked 
in rhyme. 

Tobegin our analysis we must first 
look at the true meaning of Christmas. Is it 
really just atime of innocent joy celebrating 
the Messiah, as the Chmh 
would have you believe? No, 
of course not. In these days of 
enlightenment everyone 

is either evil or repressed. The 
celebration of Christmas falls 
under the latter category. 
Before those nasty Roman 
imperialists wiped out all the 
vestiges of culture from West- 
emEurope, the winter solstice 
was a time of great celebra- 
tion. The sun ceased to wane 
and spring became a reality 
that could really be hoped for. 

knowsthatanything Christian 

Chuck Marks E’92 
Now everyone knows that good faithful 
pagans only celebrate the blossoming of a. 
newyearandthegrowingfruitfulnessofthe 
earth in one way. That’s right, a good old- 
fashioned orgy. And that’s w h a t C w  
isallabout. Why elsecenterthecelebration 
around hanging mistletoe, stuffing stock- 
ings, and sticking thumbs (yeah, right, it 
was a thumb, sure it was a thumb!) in 
Christmas pies? But on with the poem. 

AVisit from St. Nicholasismerely 

areturn to the long suppressed true meaning 
of Christmas by religious fanatics whoplace 
value on monogamy and love. The first 
lines are rife with esoteric allusions which 
come to light only when one looks at the 
peom from the right angle. Traditional 
pagan celebrations could not be conducted 
withinamanmade structure. The godscould 
only be worshipped in their own house, the 
outside world. We see the persistence of this 
in the modem tradition of caroling. No one 
goes inside to carol (Le. sing praise to the 
gods); they sing outside, then go inside. 
Thus, no one is stirring in the house because 
the indoors are an inappropriate place to 
celebrate. Children nestled in their beds 
seems innocent enough until one closely 
examines their dreams. Fruits, including 
plumbs (witness Jack Homer), are tradi- 
tional symbols of procreation, which is not 
surprising considering that is their general 
function. But sweets and sugars have gener- 
ally been associated with forbidden plea- 
sures, such as those enjoyed periodically 
through the year only at the pagan holy 
times. So while these children are suppos- 
edly sleeping, they’ve actually snuck away 

Christmas continued on page 38 
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Rape continued from page 36 

presenting her own case, this is very intimi- 
dating and puts her at a serious disadvantage. 

The university’s intentions are ad- 
mirable. They want to punish a student for 
what Dean Reitman called, “the most serious 
form of sexual assault,” but the process can- 
nothandlethesituation.Theyareunequipped 
to bring justice to the situation. Not only are 
the punishments within their power (expul- 
sion being the most severe) far from what 
might be considered just punishment, neither 
the victim nor the accused is given a fair mal. 
The way the university “court” or hearing 
process is set up resembles neither a criminal 
court nor a civil court, but a random amal- 
gamation of the two. 

In a civil court, one person brings 
charges against another person for violation 
of contract, personal damages, etc. and de- 
mands financial retribution. Judge Wapner 
cannot send anyone to jail, he can only make 

them pay money. In acriminal court, one arm 
of the state, the district attorney’s office, 
brings charges against a person believed to 
have broken a state law. Another arm of the 
state, the judicial system, determines whether 
or not this law was really broken. The judicial 
system thenhas thepower tomete outphysi- 
cal punishment on the accused. 

Tufts University is not a sovereign 
state. It cannot take internal legal action 
against its students. It can, however, mete out 
“physical” (as opposed to monemy) punish- 
ment to those students who break its rules. It 
does this bychangingthestatusof astudent’s 
good standing with the university. A student 
breaks a University code and the university 
can suspend the student. The premise of a 
rape case and the outcome of the hearing is 
like that of a criminal court. Yet the actual 
University hearing processes more closely 
resemble those of a civil court. Neither party 
has the option of free legal counsel and both 
parties must present and substantiate their 

owncases. The 
u n i v e r s i t y  
cases are also 
determined on 
the “lesser 
standard of 
evidence,” ac- 
cording to 
Dean Reitman, 
that is found in 
civil courts. 

To get 
a better picture 
of what a uni- 
versity hearing 
is comparable 
to, imagine The 
People’s Court 

Christmas continued from page 37 

from the house to enjoy a litte rutting in the 
fields. 

The luster from the moon on the 
breast of new fallen snow seems at first to be 
just poetics, but when one reads the true 
poem it takes onmore meaning. More potent, 
however, are the objects which it illuminates, 
eight tiny reindeer. At fiist the crossing of the 
subject of draft animals and intercouse seems 
a bit crude, but certain facts about the pagan- 
ism of Wester Europe make it more under- 
standable. One of the chief gods of the Kelts 
was the Homed God (like little Jack). in 
England, he was known as Heme the Hunter. 
Chiefly a protector of humanity against the 
forces of chaos, Heme’s chief job is to lead 

the wild hunt on the Autumnal Equinox to 
drive away evil spirits (especially Christians, 
which is why they tend to associate him with 
Satan). On the winter Solstice, heme’s chief 
occupation would be to help the pagans reas- 
sert the forces of life. In the simplistic beauty 
of the pagan religion, this often meant pro- 
creation, or at least an attempt at such. Thus 
it isnatural to see aChristianpoem filled with 
reindeer fornicating. For example, take the 
lines “More rapid than eagles his coursers 
they came, / And he whistled, and shouted, 
and called them by name.” Clearly Santa 
Clausisdoingmorethanjustdrivingasleigh. 
Mounting to the sky, prancing and pawing 
on the roof etc. when view in the correct light 
become a clear description of your typical 
pagan love-fest. 

-December 1991 

with a panel and the power to send a person 
to jail. There is no guaranteed legal represen- 
tation of either party and both parties would 
still present and substantiate their owncases. 
Taking the place of the Dean of Students 
Judiciary panel (made up of a few admiiis- 
trators, a few faculty members, and a few 
students -- selected by Dean Knable) might 
be a few lawyers, a bailiff, a security guard, 
and a couple of Judge Wapner’s closest 
friends. They would hear the case, mediate 
the proceedings, determine whether or not 
guilt has been proven by the victim, and 
recommend a punishment. Judge Wapner 
would then have the power to send the ac- 
cused to jail through a sort of amalgamation 
of the civil and criminal court into one all- 
purpose court. 

If the victim does not want to expe- 
rience this kangaroo court trial, and justifi- 
ably so, she has an alternative, the third 
option. She can take her charges to the Tufts 
police and file criminal charges. Many vic- 
tims fear taking this step, but it is the only 
way justice will be done. Officer Eileen Bad- 
ger of the Tufts police insists that the police 
will make every effort to ease the victim 
through the legal process. A trained sexual 
assault officer will be with the victim “from 
beginning to end.” The officer will take the 
victim’s statement, and accompany the vic- 
tim to the district attorney’s office and to 
counseling. Withcrimiial charges thevictim 
is effectively relieved of all responsibilities 
once the charges are filed, save testifying to 
the crime in court. The state legal system will 
investigate, subpoena witnesses, and pros- 
ecute thecase itself. In the state of Massachu- 
setts there are even laws protecting the pri- 
vacy of the victim’s past sexual history. 

The state legal system is the only 
reasonable method for handling the crime of 
rape. Through assistance by the state legal 
processes, the responsibility and burden of 
proof are taken off the victim and shouldered 
by the district attorney’s office. Protected by 
civil rights and the Constitution, the accused 
is assured a fair trial and free legal counsel. 

The University must either cease 
trying to handle rape cases with hearings 
designed for lesser matters, and refer the 
victim to the police, or set up a hearing 
process that more closely resembles the fair 
and tried methods of the state. They are 
dealing with one of the most serious viola- 
tions of University code, of state law, and of 
a human being. There is no excuse for allow- 
ing, and even encouraging the adjudication 
ofsoseriousacrimebysofrivolous asystem. 

-November 1991 
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Mayer continuedfiwm page 37 
theme house? How do you feel this effects racial separatism on 
campus. 

Mayer: I am an integrationist. I am in favor of treating everybody the 
same. I think there may still be, for a while, a need for inside support 
groups, but I think the sooner we could get rid of them the better. I 
really think that one very good reason lo have national colleges is to 
mix everyone together and create one nation out of a great many 
different ethnic groups and socio-economic groups and so on. That 
job of nation building used to be done by high schools, particularly 
large city high schools, they don’t do it now because of the weakness 
of our high schools. I think colleges is where we create, now, an idea 
of what is an American and a common viewpoint of people of agiven 
age, and I think anything that separates the 
kids is bad. That is why 1 am in favor of co- 
educational colleges, that’s why 1 am in favor 
of very strong nondiscriminatory policy, and 
that’s why I’m not crazy about anythmg that 
separates people into groups. I think that’s a 
bad service to the United Stales. 

I think one of the tragedies of the past year 
was that there were two commencements at 
Berkeley, one inEnglish and one in Spanish. If 
this sort of thing continues to go on, it’s the 
beginning of the end. 

Source: At universities across the country, 
including at Tufts, a lot of people are con- 
cerned that true academic freedom is missing. 
At Yale the Trustees felt aneed toreaffmnthat 
Yale was a place where ‘The unspeakable can 
be spoken and the unmentionable can be men- 

tioned Do you feel there is a need to reaffirm academic freedom at 
Tufts? 

Mayer: I think there is a certain conformism at universities which is 
a ‘liberal ‘ conformism, which can be as oppressive as a reactionary 
conformism, but I do not think it has reached a point where someone 
of character and conviction is prevented in any way shape or manner 
from expressing what they want. I know the trend and I understand 
what it is about. I think there is a certain risk, but I don ‘t think its 
reached the point where we need to make a statement concerning 
academic freedom. 

Source: While it is in most cases true that someone of character and 
conviction can speak their mind, auniversity is a place where people 
develop that character and conviction. Most students need the free- 

dom to develop so firm a mind. 

Mayer: I thii you have a point. I think this is 
probably true, on the other hand you were talking 
about the Gulf. It is very striking that clearly the 
bulk of the faculty on this campus were against 
the war, and the bulk of the students were very 
supportive of the government. They didn’t seem 
to feel oppressed by the faculty, many of whom 
were reliving a very different experience be- 
cause of Viemam. I t h i i  this was a generational 
difference.People who weremost vigorous, were 
graduate students in the days or Vietnam. I don ‘ 
t think that anybody was really prevented 1 from 
expressing their opinions. I think there is a risk, 
but 1 don’t think it is that great a risk. 

-September 1991 

T-shirt continued from page 27 
supposition that evil (in this case sexist) 
writings,evenif ostensibly humorous, even 
if they exist only onthe backof a t-shirt, will 
cause evil (sexist) thoughts. This supposi- 
tion is based on a further supposition that 
our young, oh-so impressionable, minds 
willaccept said evil thoughts. These supp~si- 
tions are an insult to the intelligence of the 
Tufts community. It assumes that we are so 
mentally impoverishedthat wecannot chew, 
swallow, and digest raw ideas but rather 
must be spoon-fed by the Thought Police of 
Tufts only the babyfood of safe, predi- 
gested, “diverse” ideas. Such can lead only 
to the 
perpetuation of mental immaturity; you 
cannotbecomeanadultonadietof. 

Those who fear sexism have noth- 
ing to fear from a thousand t-shirts or all of 
the sexist writings in the world. If you 
genuinely think that sexism is wrong, ex- 
press your views, in writing, in conversa- 

tion, or in the conduct of your life, and rest 
assured that when two ideas are expressed 
in the marketplace of ideas in all their 
possible arguments, reasonable minds will 
accept that which is true and reject that 
which is false. The marketplace of ideas 
however,cannotfunctionunderthechillig 
effects of censorship. Under censorship, 
bad ideas are not defeated, they are merely 
repressed and continue to fester and grow 
beneath the surface. 

The motto of Tufts is “Pax et Lux” 
(PeaceandLight),withthemeaning thatthe 
light of leaming should be, and indeed can 
only be, pursued in an atmosphere of peace. 
There can be no peace, hence no enlighten- 
ment,inanenvironmentin whichthose who 
dare to venture an opinion must fear arbi- 
trary punishment for not remaining within 
an ideological straitjacket that suppresses 
other opinions but does not have the cour- 
age to confront them entirely on the intel- 
lectual battlefield. If ”bfts University is to 

remain true to the ideals for which it was 
founded, and for which we have been lead 
tobelieveit stillstands,itmustimmediately 
end all punishment to the student who sold 
the offending t-shirt and must immediately 
abolish all restraints on free opinion and the 
freedom to express that opinion. When 
Charles Tufts set up the “light upon the 
hill”, he meant that light to be the light of 
learning,andnot thebonfire for burning the 
teachings of others. If Tufts University de- 
nies its students the right to hear the w& 
of those it disagrees with, it runs the risk of 
graduating a generation of students who 
will be able to chant, “I’m different, you’re 
different, but we’re all 0.k.” or “give lotsa 
money to your beloved alma mater” or any 
other slogan the Tufts hierarchy finds wor- 
thy and proper, but who will not be able to 
think. 

-Mamh 1989 
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Conservative, n. A statesman who is enamoredofexist- 
ing evils, as distinguishedfrom the Liberal, who wishes 
to replace them with others. 

-- Ambrose Bierce, The Devil’s 
Dictionary 

Under communism people are secure. Very few ever 
escape. 

-- J. Kesner Kahn 

NOTABLE AND QUOTABLE 

Great Spirits have alwys encountered vioknt opposi- 
tion to mediocre minds. 

--Albert Einstein 

An economist is a fellow who can describe a thousand 
wys to make lave, but doesn’t know any girls. -- Roger Clawson 

Far better it is to &re mighty things, to win great 
triumphs, even though checkered by failure, than to 
rank with those poor spirits who neither enjoy much, 
nor suffer much because thay live in the gray twilight 
that knows neither victory nor @eat. 

-- Theodore Roosevelt 

A consemtive is a fellow who is standing athwart the 
tradgedies o f  history yelling ‘STOP!’ 

-- William F. Buckley 

I always pass on goodadvice. It is the only thing to do 
with it. It is never any use to omev .  -- Oscar WiMe 

The evil of capitalism is it unequal distribution o f  
wealth. The virtue of sociolirm is its equal dstribution 
o f  POVeQ. -- Sir Winston Churchill 

T k  eficiency of our criminal justice system is only 
marred by the difficulty offinding twelve men every &y 
who don’t know anything and can’t read. 

-- Mark Twain 

An honest politician is one who, when he bought, will 
stay bought. 

-- Simon Cameron 

The difference between a moral man and a man o f  
honor is that the htter regrets a &creditable act, even 
when it has worked and he has not been caught. -- Henry h i s  Mencken 

You as Americans should never forget how powerful 
your example is in the world. AI1 people who yearn to 
live free look to Ame?ica for inspiration and political 
support. 

--Jonas Savimbi 

Liberals are people who think that sock@, rather than 
the criminal, is respomible for the crime. They think 
thatupuntil thatsociety breaksintotheircarandsteak 
their tape deck. 

-- Comedy Center 

History will be find to me for I intend to write it. -- Sir Winston Churchill 

You know how it u -- a bit like the Bemu& Triangle. 
From time to time one of us disappears. -- Andrei Gromyko, former Rus- 
sian President, on past Politburo shakeups 

Armsalone are not enough to keep thepeace. It must be 
kept by men. 

--John F. Kenneaiy 

I am more afraid of an army o f  one hundred sheep led 
by a lion than an army of one hundred lwns led by a 
sheep. 

-- Talleyrand 

Man is not by nature indusbious. Mentcrl wvriion is the 
activity towar& which he is least inclined. 

--John A. Courens 

The acaakmic community har in it the biggest concen- 
trat ionofah~ts ,cra~,andutremists , thiss idc~ 
the giggle house. -- William F. Buckley 

Idon’tknowwhatitisaboutme, butlseem toattractall 
the kook. -- Chorles Manson 

The conqueror is always peace loving; he wishes to 
make his way into our territory unopposed. 

--Karl von ChuseWits 

Human progress never rolls in on wheels Qinevitabil- 
ity. -- Martin Luther King Jr. 

The Conscience @the Conservative b pricked byany- 
one who would debase the value of the individual 
human being. Toa‘ay, therdore, he is at oddr with the 
dictators who rule by terror and equally with those 
gentler collectivists who ask our permission to p h y  
God wirh the human race. 

-- Sen. Barry Goldwoter 

Reviewers, with some rare excep hns, are a mart stu- 
pidandmalignant race. As a bankrupt thitfturns thief- 
taker in despair, soan unsuccessful author turns critic. -- PWCY Bys~he Shelley 

Noarsenal or 110 weapon in ihearsenals of the worldis 
soformidableas the willandmoralcourageoffreemen 
and women. -- Ronald Reagan 

It‘s a socialist i&a that making profits is a vice. I 
coruidcr the real vice making losses. -- Winston Churchill 

The supreme end o f  education is eapert discernment in 
all things -- the power to tell the goadfrom the bad, the 
genuine from the counierfeit, and to prefer the good 
and the genuine to the bad and counterfeit. 

-- Samuel Johnson 

Themore oneconsidersthematter, themoreitbecomes 
obvwus that redistribution is in efect far less a redis- 
rribution of free income from the richer to the poorer, 
as we imagined, thana redisnibution ofpaverfrom Ihc 
indinkha1 to the state. 

-- Bertrand de Jouvenal 

I never again w n t  to find myserf in a situation when I 
am alone with you. 

--Jean Mayer, on the T$ts s t d n i  b d y  

You can always tell which teachers are opposed to 
merit pay increases. They are the ones with the picket 
signs misspelled. 

-- Jdv,  Mumugh 

Pacifim is a beauti&l &a, but ai t  confronts aggres- 
sive totaliiarianism. it is thegreatest provocation, invit- 
ing attack, subjugation, and destnetwn. 

-- Menachim Begin 

Everything on Eorth is benutifid, really, when you 
consider it --everything except what we think and do 
ourselves when we forget our lofty gaols of being and 
our human decency. 

--Anton Chekluw 

The sleep of reason breed monsters. -- G ~ y a  

WhatfelledtheIiberab~notgarlinu Minflationor 
RonaldReagan.Itwas thefact thatsomewhere between 
Adhi Stevenson and Ted Kennedy, the mind of the 
liberal came to despise the average American in the 
engine-room of democracy. The average American 
came to be seen, and with deep conviction, as a -le- 
less, racist,jingoistic,cha~inirtic. vwlent,selfrshmen- 
ace to progress. -- David A Mittell, Jr. 

The only thing necessary for evil to triumph is for good 
men to do noihing. -- Ed& Burke 


